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He Has Made Thousands of Friends by His Frank. Open
Manners and His Speech Yesterday Won Him Respect
Fe Is Still In Gala Attire
of Everyone In Territory-Sa- nta
and Is Crowded With Visitors.
Santa Fe, N. M., August 9. (Spe- - '
clul) The public reception and ball
tendered Governor Curry last night
was the most brilliant social event In
the history of the Capital City.
Owing to a break in an electric light
wire the reception did not begin until nearly 9 o'clock and it was
of an hour later before the
ball commenced.
The reception was held on the
second landing of the Palace hotel,
where Governor Curry met the hundreds of people who came to pay their
respects to the new executive.
In KeeeivinR 1,1 no.
In the receiving line, besides Gov.
Curry, were Territorial Secretary and
Mrs. J. W. Reynolds. Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Riley, of Koswell. Mr. M. A.
Otero and members of the governor's
staff In full dress uniform. Col. J. D.
Sena, a staff officer, was master of
ceremonies and presented the people
to the governor.
It was almost Impossible to make
way through the crowds In the lobbies and corridors of the hotel. Upon
the landing where the reception was
held for nearly two hours a solid
stream of humanity pushed and
shoved its way Into the receiving line,
met the governor and passed on to
the brilliantly lighted lobby below.
Jtrlillant Ball.
When the ball began In. the large
ball room of the hotel there were 250
couples on the floor. Dancing was
Impossible for almost an hour, after
which, until 2 o'clock this morning,
the merrymaking continued, with Intermissions for refreshments.
At the request of Governor Curry,
who was busily receiving those who
came to pay their respects, the grand
march was dispensed with In order
not to delay the ball.
Kxecllciit Muie.
The music was furnished by the
Morrison Orchestra and was the best
ever heard in this city. The Capital
City band of Santa Fe, played
throughout the evening In the lobby.
Splendors of Decorations.
At the entrance to the hotel, across
Washington avenue, was a monster
arch of electric lights, red. white and
blue, spelling the words, "Curry."
The decorations within the hotel
and upon the approach were also In
red. white and blue, consisting of
flags and bunting so closely arranged
that the walls were well nigh hid- -

den from sight. Thousands of fern.
and flowers were also used profusely
and a large number of palms added
to the effect In the ball room.
Anil There Were ltefresluiients.
Refreshments were served throughout the evening In the dining room
and consisted of salads, rolls, olives,
creams and ices and small cakes in
red, white and blue, with the Initials
of the new governor upon the top of
each.
A Brilliant Scene.
The gowns worn by the ladles were
the handsomest ever seen In this city
and added greatly to the brilliancy of
the scene.
electric
bulbs
of
Hundreds
throughout the hotel made it lighter

MARION L1TTRELL WILL

TO

three-quarte-

rs

-

than

day.

Great Throne Present.

When the reception and ball first
commenced it was Impossible for
those who called to enter the hotel at
one time, and for almost an hour
there were as many outside the doors
Prominent
as there were within.
men and women from all portions
of the territory were present.
Credit to City's People.
The decorations both In the city
and at the hotel and in the hall of
the house of representatives were secured and placed by citizens of Santa
Fe. They were costly and very etfectlve. The wives of territorial officials and prominent business men
spent all day yesterday in preparing
the beautiful decorations for the reception and ball, and the fact that
these decorations excel anything ever
Reen here is due to their public spirited work.
The refreshments for the ball were
ordered from Denver, even including
the Ices und creams. In which the
color scheme was carried out.
The city la still in gala attire and
a large number of visitors have remained over from the Inauguration.
Governor Makes Friends.
It Is a noteworthy fact that the
governor has made hundreds of new
friends since coming to Santa Fe.
His speech yetrterday won him the respect of everyone, and It is worthy of
the highest commendation.
the
After the parade yesterday.
new governor was escorted to the
rostrum where the ceremonies took
place.
-
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THEY REQUESTED
PENITENTIARY IN
FIRST CLASS SHAPE
HEARING AT ONCE
Santa Fe. N. M.. August . (Special) Governor Curry definitely decided lust night to retain Marlon
as superintendent of the territorial penitentiary. The new governor has Investigated LHtrell's record
and rinding that he has made good
and that the prison is in first class
shape, having been almost wholly redeemed from the deplorable condition
Littrell
in
which Superintendent
found it, has decided that Littrell Is
the man for the place, hence he today stated that he had decided to
the Kunrrlntendeiit in ofilce.
Marlon Littrell certainly has made
a cleaning up at the
prison and
everything is in splendid condition.
wholly
revised uffalrs and the
He has
rules of the penitentiary are closely
followed and the prisoners are in better condition than ever before. The
penitentiary has undoubtedly proved
I.ittrell's competency and Gov. Curry
believes ho is the right man In the
right place.
rt-l.i- in

KILLED

HIS WIFE

nun

tutu cniPincn

Vainly seek-i.ii- ,'
New York. August
a l econciiialion w ith his wife,
who hid left li i in because uf ills hab-

its Victor Llnde, a young man, fired
four shots Ht his wife early today
from the roof of her father's home on
street. l.in.ie lied
West Nin
to the cellar of nn adjoining house
where he committed suicide by hanging himself. Mrs. Llnde was removed
to a hospital m a serious condition.

RECEPTION

Clinton, 111., August 9. Circuit
Judge Cochran today allowed the
petition of the defense for an lmme
diate trial of Fred Marill and hi
wife. Fay Graham Mashi, who are
under Indictments charging respon
sibility for the death of Mrs. Pet Ma
gill, the first wife of Magill.
The
Ma.glH
were given their liberty on
Jj.uuu bonds pending trial.
Magill and Is present wife were
indicted ten days ago on six different counts, charging them with hav
by
Magill
ing either killed Mrs.
smothering, chloroforming, inducing
py
some
her to commit suicide or
means unknown to the grand Jury.
They Insist on their Innocence and
guy that an immediate trial will result in their acquittal.
Magill was a banker until a few
months ago. His first wife died on
May 31, leaving a note pinned to hi;r
uress stating that she had killed herself. The state hopes to prove that
the present Mrs. Magill wrote the
notes after the tirst wife was killed.
A few week
after her death, Magill, his sixteen year old daughter,
anil the woman who Is now his wife
Went to Denver where the man law
,n
were a"1-'1- ''
,,"k ,i,,(e-

t,,,'

OF PEOPLE

GOVERNOR

Many Lady Guests Stricken Firm Belief In His Manliness Number of Garrison Killed and
After Partaking of
and Fitness ExOthers Are Made

Prisoners.

pressed.

Punch.

HAS ALL NECESSARY
NIGHT ATTACK MADE ON
ACIDS ACTING ON IRON
EXECUTIVE QUALITIES
RECEPTACLE THE CAUSE
CASA BLANCA CAMP
Santa Fe, N. M., August 9. (Sie-da- l)
It Is estimated that thirty men
and women were affected by ptomaine poisoning at the big ball in
honor of Governor Curry at the Palace hotel last night. The poison, as
nearly as can be ascertained, resulted
from the mixing of the punches In a
galvanized Iron rectptacle,
large
which was affected by the acids.
Shortly after 10 o'clock, after a
number of people had partaken of
the punch, an urgent call was made
for all the doctors present, A number of ladies in the rooms of the hotel and In the ladies' cloak room
were deathly sick, but there were
not any serious results as the poison
was not strong enough to result fatally and all were given prompt medito their
cal attention and taken
homes in cabs.
Several of them are still confined
to their beds but the doctors In attendance say that the results will not
be serious. As soon as It was discovered that the punch was causing the
trouble, It was replaced by
fresh
supply and care was taken that It was
not mixed the way the former had
been prepared.

CASE

RIO BONITO

GOES TO
Test Suit Will lie Made of Water
llifflit Matter.
Santa Fe, August 9. (Special.)
The territorial board or water commissioners met this afternoon in the
oilice of Territorial Irrigation Engineer V. L. Sullivan. The following
were present:
Charles Springer, of
Cimarron, president: M. Martlnei, of
laos, secretary, and O. C. Snow, of
Las Cruces. Attorney T. B. Catron,
of this olty, and W. H. Hudspeth, of
White Oaks, represented the contestants In the Rio Uonlto water rights
controversy of Lincoln county. W. A.
Paso &
Kawklns, counsel for the
represented
railroad,
outhwestern
1

by counsel for both
appeal taken to the
territorial board from the decision of
engineer,
the territorial Irrigation
relative to the grant Ins of permission
to the railroad to divert the waters
of the Rio Bonlto to its own uses,
and a test suit will be Instituted in
the courts to secure a decision as to
the water rights.
The board was still in session at
four o'clock this afternoon and will
probably continue In session tomorrow.
Tills is a suit growing out of the
attempt of the Kl Paso & Southwestern to secure water rights of the Kio
Bonlto and construct a two million
dollar pipe line to supply water to itj
southern branch.

I

Santa Fe, August

(Special.)
so little
of the art of oratory as It is ordinarily defined, reach an audience as
did George Curry In addressing that
vast hall full of people yesterday afternoon."
It this was heard once,
It waa heard dojens and dozens of
times here today'. "
There is no use In denying that,
George Curry has the stuff in him
that makes great men. He speaks
In a convincing
manner and his
words are short terse words words
like a military man would use and
words that mean Just what they say
no more no less.
Moreover, Georgs Curry strikes one
from the first mJnute as a man
among men a man who knows men
likes most men know books and who
reads them with equal ease.
"llig Future" for Curry.
A prominent visitor to the capital
'
city yesterday remarked:
"George Curry will one day be a
big man bigger than the governor
of New Mexico
and from the moment he made that little talk yesterday upon the occasion of his inauguration, he became a strong factor in
the politics of New Mexico. He wiil
continue to grow stronger as day by
day slips by and before the people
realize it, they will look up to George
Curry as a leader among men and a
leader whom no man may be ashamed of. I do not mean by this that
George Curry will open his administration by a campaign having for Us
abject the Belt advancement and self
aggrandizement
of George Curry.
The new governor la not that kind of
a man. He will be a leader because
It is in him to lead and he will be
popular because he has the sterling
qualities that go to make a man
..
popular.
A Strong Man.
"I have known George Curry for
many years. His friends say he has
not changed much.
Perhaps he
hasn't. His shoulders have Bquared
away in military fashion he has
grown more solid and he has annar-lK- l
entiy gained more firmness in his
make-uI speak from a standpoint
of his physical appearance but as a
matter or fact
has made slmi
in his mental and moral
lar changes
make-u- p
and he is now a man fully
conscious of what he can do and what
he can not do what he should do
and what he should not do. George
Curry is going to be the most popular
governor this territory has ever had
and he is going to stop from this
position to a higher one. The people
of New Mexico will attend to that."
Nothing better Illustrates the position In which the new governor llnd.i
himself with the people than the
George Curry will
above remarks.
prove himself the one man for the
job.
9.

"I never heard a man with

p.
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SECRETARY GARFIELD
OF TEAM DRIVERS

Boston, Mass., August 9. The contest for the presidency of the team
drivers' and helpers' international
union was settled today by the election of Daniel J. Tobln, of Boston,
Hnd the defeat of Cornelius Shea, of
Chicago, who has been president for
four years, und conducted the strike
In Chicago last year.
The vote for
Tobln was 104, and for Shea, 94.

AILEGED BRIBER

OTI! FIHCVIOR IS

west.

RAID TOWN

WEST COAST OF

HAS GOODWILL

TO

SAID TO BE DYING

Ii:.l AT KANSAS CITY
Kansas City, Mo., August 9. Prof.
K. C. W hite, principal of the Central
high school. with which Institution he
had been connected since 172, d'ed
at his home lu re today, aged 77. lie
was one of the best educators in tle

MOORS

ERn

PTOMAINE POISONING AT

and Woman Charged
With Death of His First
that comipany.
It was decided
Wife. Are Ready.
sides to drop the

iAlan

'

JEW

GOVERNOR

Employes In Denver and Salt Desires to Look After Private
Lake Have Cone Out but No
Business Which Has Suffered
by Reason of Public DeTrouble Expected In
New York
mands on His
Time.
Offices.

(Continued on Page Sis)

REMAIN AT HEAD

Governor Curry Definitely
cides That He Is
Right Man.

OF

,

.

IS FIRM FRIEND

WAS NEVER SURPASSED

BALL

HAS

1

Great Throng Crowded Palace Hotel
Last Night to Greet New Executive of
New Mexico and to Tender Him
Their Honest Loyal Support For Good
Government.
SPLENDOR OF GOVERNOR'S

FORECAST

Denver, Col., August 9Fair
tonight and Saturday.
Not
much change in temperature.

GET

VOLUME 21.

BRILLIANT

WEATHER

Sin Francisco, August 9. Theodore V. llalsey, the telephone company oftlci.il, now on trial in the superior court for alleged bribery of
the supervisors, is reported to be dying at St. Francis hospital In this city,
where he was operated on yesterday
fur ;,n c;i Jicitii.

Tangier, Morocco, August 9. The
town of Cape Juby, on the west coast
of Africa, has been raided by the
Altuysa and Altdjemal tribes. A
number of the garrison were killed
ami others made prisoners. The governor escaped In a boat to the fort
on Furteventura Island.
Unides' Camp Attacked.
Paris, France, August 9. A report
here today from Admiral Phillbert
Btanca, Morocco, probably
off Co-s-a
forwarded from his flagship by wireless and dated yesterday afternoon,
says that General Drudes' camp outside of Cusa Blanca waa attacked today by five to six thousand horsemen
who were vigorously beaten off.
'

GOVERNOR

CURRY HAS

o Strike lit New York.
York, August 9. The strike
of the telegraph operators in Chicago
today Is regarded by the company as
local In Its nature and not likely to
APPOINTED HIS
of
cause a strike here. The walk-otelegraphers In Chicago has hampered the transmission of business both
here and In Chicago, but the wire
STAFF
chiefs and chief operators are doing
all they can to move business.
President Clowery and General Superintendent Brooks held a confertoday to discuss the situation.
Adjutant General Tarklngton ence
Brooks said:
"There Is no reason why the strike
Reappointed at Head
about a
in Chicago should bring
In New York. This trouble In
strike
of Guard.
Chicago is local in Its nature and
should not alTect this city. Only 60
per cent of the operators In the eastern division belong to the union, and
Santa. Fe, August 9. (Special.)
Governor George Curry this afternoon In the event of a possible strike, we
be able to handle business
would
reappointed General A. P. Tarklng
payton as adjutant general of the terri- without delay. The company is wage
tory, and head of the New Mexico ing telegraphers ten 10 per cent
settleIn
the
Gen. Tarklngton Increase as agreed to
national guards.
has taken particular pains in handl- ment recently made, and there Is no
ing the guard and has made a good reason for a strike."
It is said at the local headquarters
record
Governor Curry appointed the re- of the telegraphers' union today that
a
strike of the operators here because
mainder of his Htaff as follows:
Judge advocute. Col. K. W. Dob- - of the trouble in Chicago is very
son, Albuquerque; aides de camps, unlikely.
Col. Charles L. Italian!, Koswell; Col.
Thejr May Go Out,
James W. Wilson, Koswell: Col. Jose
G. Sena. Santa Fe; Col. J. W. Flem
Salt Lake, Utah, August 9. When
ing, Silver City; Col. V. Jaramillo, a regular day man who sends the ChiKito; Col. Segundlno Komero, Las cago wire, today refused to man the
Vegas.
discharged.
wire, he was promptly
Governor Curry has taken up the The oilier men did not leave their
work of oltlce in earnest and spent keys but sent at once for President
every possible moment today at hi A. F. Palm of the Silt Lake local,
desk. He takes to the work like the and he will determine what action
old tinier that he Is In executive life. shall be taken.

SANTA

sKx.vmirs suwku

JtKTLKNS TO JA1I
Washington, August 9. KfforU to
get the $15,000 bail demanded have
failed and Mrs. Anna M. Bradley,
slayer of
Arthur Brown of
I tah, has been returned to the district Jail to await her trial
months hence. Fur three weeks, Mro.
Bradley has been In a hospital here,
where she was taken to undergo ail
operation. Mrs, Bradley rallied from
the operation and has been convalescent since the first day she was taken
from the district jail.
Mrs. Bradley says' that Brown hal
refused to iiuirry her.

to

FE

the federal and territorial
ofllcials
and talked ui'h ofhcials and prominent men of New Mexico who came
to see him.
At 5 o'clock this afternoon he held
a public reception In the hall of the
licue of representatives nt the capi-to- !,
where he made a short address.

New

ut

ONCK ItlCH WOMAN
11LT 1MES IV WANT
Syracuse, N. "V., August 9. Mrs.
Cordelia A. Cripperi, 80 years old,
lurade ami Iteccptloii Given In Ills widow of Alonzo Crlppen, one of the
old "salt millionaires," died In povHonor Tmlay.
erty here at the home of D. C, A.
i. (Sx'ial
Santa Fe, August
James rt. Gartiold, secretary of the Beti h, who had found her starving
interior, and party, consisting of on his doorstep. At the death of her
prominent men of the territory, ar- husband In 1S78 she was supposed
rived here fiom Albuquerque at 1 to be worth nearly one million dolo'clock today. Mr. Gartield was met lars, but lost It all through unfortunat the station by a large delegatiol ate Investments.
of prominent citizens of Santa l'e and
the territory generally. The Santa Fe
AnarclilMs Hurt.
Lisbon, August 9. Four anarciiUts
1'laza band was also present and a
huge proce.-io- n
escorted the secre- were dangerously wounded today by
tary to his hotel, where an elaborate an accidental explosion in the boino
was served.
factory operated by an anarchistic
uinrer
'1 his afternoon
the secretary visited group. The police here have adopted

VISITS

Chicago, August 9. Since last midnight when two hundred
operators
struck rather than work with the
strike breakers at Los Angeles, there
has been little doing In the Chicago
office of the Western Union Telegraph
company. A strike order Issued by
the executive board of the Chicago
local union to the night operators
applies also to the day men, thus affecting seven hundred in the main
Chicago office dv.-- g the r!ny hjun.
Brokers Troubled.
Trouble was experienced today by
the brokers and commission houses
In handling their business. None of
their operators have been cnllel out
and all reported as usual. At 8
o'clock this morning about twenty
operators were at work In the Western Union offices and officials of the
company said that they expected
mere during the day.
Wesley Kussell, secretary of the local union, said the company would
not be able to man Its wires or handle its business.
There were no signs of disorder
around the Western Union building
today. Fifty policemen saw that no
crowds congregated around the building or the board of trade.
'
Tickers Out of Business.
An insane man rushed
Into the
Central polloe station today and Inquired In an excited manner for
President Koosevelt, Saying that he
wanted' him to end the telegraphers'
strike at once. He was arrested.
Western Union tickers were almost entirely out of business early In
the day and the men In charge of
this department declared that they
had no Idea when conditions would
Improve. This cuuses much Inconvenience to the brokers.

precautionary measures.
Hot ill St. lmis.
9.
Sever,
St. Louis. Mo., August
prostrations were reported today aa
caused by the heat. The thermometer registered only S9 degrees, but
the humi lity made siiifeiitig general.

Santa Fe. N. M.. August 9. (Spe-cln- l)
Attorney General George W.

Prlchard tendered his resignation t
the new governor, to take effect a
soon

as his successor has been appointed and qualified. His resignation
as submitted by the attorney general
Is as follows:
August 9, 1907.
Hon. George Curry, Governor, Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
Sir; When I was appointed attorney general of this territory by Acting
Governor Reynolds it was with the
understanding that It was to be a
temporary appointment to last only
up to the time of your taking the
oath of office as governor.
Wholly
unsolicited by you and with a desire
on my part to retire from the office
of attorney general on account
of
personal business, I hereby resign the
office of attorney general, to take effect on the appointment and qualification of my successor.
Very respectfully,
GEORGE W. PRICHARD.
Attorney General.
Hid Ileoaons for Rexignlng.
attorney
general
The
said: "1 realize fully that, the attorney general of
the territory is one of the closest officials to the governor and that hi
advice Is constantly needed by the
executive In conducting the affair of
the territory. I also realize that each
governor desires to have the office
of attorney general filled, as a rule,
by a man with whom he has. had long
experience and who Is familiar with
his plans and policies.' At' the time
I accepted appointment to the office of attorney general It was with
the understanding that I should only
hold the office until the arrival of
Governor Curry. I know that the
new governor has a man in mind for
the office of attorney general and I
therefore tendered him my resignation so as not to embarrass him in
any manner, and in doing so, I assure him of my highest respect and
regard. I do not care to remain thirty days longer in the position If the
new governor will fill the vacancy
sooner, as I have private
business
which has suffered during the last few
by
months
lack of attention and to
which I should at this time be devoting my efforts."
Humored Resignations.
It Is understood here this afternoon, but can not be verified, that
several territorial officials will follow
the precedent of the attorney general
and submit their resignations to the
new governor, to be accepted at his
convenience. It cannot be learned
who these officials are If the report
Is correct, but there is undoubtedly
some truth in the rumors since they
come from a number of sources.

"

BRUT-GUN-

ILL

S

9

ON SEPTEMBER

San Francisco, August
9. Representatives of Jimmy Britt and Joe
Gans last night signed articles for the
appearance of the two lightweights
before the John J. Gleason Occidental club at the ball grounds on Sixteenth and Valencia streets In this
city on September 9th.
Manager Gleason, who signed in
behalf of the club, agree to give 75
per cent of the receipts with u guarantee of 25.O00.

Heady to Quit.
9. The
Denver. Colo., August
Western Union operators here will go RUSSIA MAY GET
out the Instant they are asked to use
a wire to Chicago or Los Angeles. It
Is said that seventy of seventy-liv- e
LOANFROM GERMANY
day operators villi quit the key In
case of a strike.
All Out lit Helena.
Helena, Mont., August 9. The entire force of the local Western Union
ofilce went on a strike today with the
exception of the chief operator and
his assistant. The strike was due to
the marking off of an operator who
declined to man the Chicago wire, on
the ground that Chicago is a nonunion ofilce.
could
Before the chief operator
nsk anyone else to man the wire, the
entire force numbering about forty
men, joined the discharged operator
and left (he room. All the wires are
now silent.
Quiet lit kunmirt City.
Kansas City, Mo., August 9. The
entire Western Union force here, excepting the chief operators, numbering lfiO men, went out shortly after
o'clock this afternoon.
The Western Union men ut the bo nd of trade
also went out.
1

Out Ut IX llMT.
Denver, Colo., August 9.
erators here went out at 3 p.
a few men are now working.

London, Eng., August 9. In a
from St. Petersburg the correspondent of the London Tribune
declares that lOmperor William of
Germany and Emperor Nicholas of
Russia discussed in their meeting at
Swincmuuiule a proposal that Russia
should negotiate a loan of S2Va million dollars In Germany on condition
that this sum. be expended exclusively for the rebuilding of the Russia. i
navy, and that orders for warslnpj
,e placed only In Germany.

di:-pai- eh

STEAMSHIP

ASHORE

OFF

MAINE

August 9. An
Rockland, Maine,
ocean steamship is roported ashore
on the Malcolm ledges between Seal
I land and Wooden Hall about twenty
from Rockiand. The steamer
miles
The op- 'looks like
a tramp
esscl.
in. Only
--

Ine-itiuai- e

IVn-ioii-

-..

lios'on, Mass., August 9.
VI HIO J WIFRO mission
to investigate the
I'.io J.iniero. AutiUsl 9. The ob- state pensions for persons
servatory
here iegtered
several year of age. was appointed
earthquakes yesterday. Their direc- accordance with an act of
:
:s:a;ure.
tion was west.
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GENERAL MOVE OFFICIAL STORY

TOIL

A large assortment of In
grains and Brussels Rugs
and Carpets and a full
line of

CITIZEN.

EVENING

TRUST

ng

Our Men's Suits have received orders to move and move they mutt.
We'll make every one of them move at some price. It's good business on our
part. But, while a loss for us, it's

FIRES

A GREAT SAVING

to furnish the house
WE CAN'T AND WILL NOT BE
DERSOLD.

FUTRELLE

CASH

FURNITURE

UN-

OR PAYMENT

CO.

West End Viaduct

ooooooooooooo
I

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT
SnMHMMBMHMMnWMMMBMBl
and to side swipe a string of freight

cars standing on the next track, doing considerable damage to them.
was soon at
A wrecking crew
work on the wreck and traffic was
any
length
not delayed for
of time.

228,000,000
S
OA
What Even Mlilmum Penalties
Would Da 'In Standard

Chicago, 111., August 9. In regard
to the line of J29.240.000 against the
Standard Oil company for receiving
rebates, It was pointed out today thai
Home months ago the railroads were
(riven a hint of what might happen
to them when the New York Central
was convicted of granting one rebate
to the Standard and was fined $15.-00which Is $5,000 less than the
maximum penality. The prosecution
of the New York Central was brought
because that road declined to furnish
the bureau of corporations with any
information In regard to Its relations
with Standard Oil.
In the case of the Chicago & Alton
and all other railroads which have
had dealings with the Standard, It
la possible if the cases are brought
Into court that the government will
UKgest the' Imposition of the minimum rather than the maximum fines.
But even this would be a tremendous
penalty.
For Standard S75.980.000.
It Is estimated It would aggregate
$75,980,000.
If the Standard should
Jte convicted on all counts pending
against It and the maximum flns imposed on each count it will hays la
pay a total of $151,860,000,
Till,
with the railroad fines, will mean an
aggregate ot a7,40,0OO which the
roveinment will collect as a result
"of the prosecutions.
In considering the Justice of the
action of Judge Land Is In Imposing
the maximum fine upon the Standard
Oil company, attention may be called
to the fact that the question involved is not so much that of the quality of oil transported or that of the
on
freight rebates
teetual saving
which the Standard made. As a matreport
of the comter of fact, the
estimates
missioner of corporations
that the discriminations saved the
Htar.'ard only about a quarter million dollars yearly.
How the Itcltatcs Worked.
But this discrimination gave the
trust an advantage far above the
mere reduction In rate. It Insured
the success of its monopolistic tactics. An independent refiner would
have to pay the open rate while the
Kandard enjoyed the secret and lower rate, and the difference would enable a lower selling price, to his
and final destruction.

NEW SANTA FK TARIFF
IS NOW IX EFFECT
The new Santa Fe tariff, rendered
necessary by the passage by many
rate, has
of the states of a
gone into effect. All points east of
Kansas City are affected by this action. Following are the former and
present rates for the three principal
eastern points: St. Louis was $47.60,
is $45.50; Chicago was $52.60, is
Is
$49.50; New York was $66.76,
$64.55. The rates quoted above are
second class, the first class rate being $10 higher In each Instance.
TRACKLAYERS COMPLAIN
AGAINST THE GO I'M) LINE
Lincoln, Neb., August 9. H. A.
Vurpla, secretary of the National
Tracklayers' association, thl9 mornphotographs
ing filed twenty-fiv- e
with the State Railroad Commission
In support of the allegation that the
Missouri Pacific tracks in Nebraska
were in a dangerous condition. He
urged that trackmen should receive
better pay. nnd asserted that the ties
and rails were unsafe for travel. The
protest will be Investigated.

0,

LAW
TEXAS ANTI-PAS- S
WILL HE ENFORCED
Austin, Texns, August 9. The railroad commission today gave notice
to all railroad companies, receivers,
managers,
lessees, general
officers
and employes, that the penal prolaw will be
visions of the anti-paenforced against all persons giving
or receiving free transportation and
free service, except those expressly
exempted.
J. L. Sydnor, bonus supervisor of
the coast lines at San Bernardino,
Cal.. spent Wednesday and Thursday
In this city, accompanied by his wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Sydnor have been
spending their honeymoon In the
east, visiting the Jamestown exposition and Mr. Sydnor's boyhood home, TRAVELER'S DAY AT
Richmond, Va. They left last evening for San Bernardino,
ss

of
superintendent
transportation of the Santa Fe system, with headquarters at Chicago,
and H. W. Jacobs, assistant super
intendent of motive power, also or
Chicago, were in the city yesterday.
Several workmen of the bridge
and building department of the Santa Fe have been working around the
shop yards here repairing the fences,
etc. They are now repairing the
fence around the general offices,
m
m
m
W. K. Etter, superintendent of the
Rio Orande division, arrived on No.
10 this morning.
He accompanied
President Ripley and his party over
the division today.
Clyde Hastings, special statistician
of the Santa Fe, from Topeka, Kan.,
stopped In Albuquerque yesterday on
his way to different coast points.

Phoenix, Ariz., August 9. A lane
twelve miles long and forty feet wide
through the Chlrlcahua national forest In Arizona, cut by Supervisor
and a force of sixty men, has
stopped a fire that originated outside
the forest and crossed Into It. The
first telegram, announcing that the
conflagration was under control has
been supplemented by further details.
It was the most threatening fire,
and the most extensive, In the national forests this season. It had advanced with a front ten miles long
through a region of such dense brush
that the usual manor of fighting a
forest fire could not be followed, and
the heroic method of cutting a track
through the Jungle was employed.
Bushes, logs and all grass was removed from the Mrlp, ana the work
required nearly
two
weeks. The
Copper Queen smelter, located la that
district, furnished 35 Mexican laborers to assist the rangers and settlers In the fight.
How it Was KxtliifrnislH-d- .
With axes and shovels the road
was cut through the chapparel ahead
of the lire, across its entire front, and
outflanking it by a mile on either
end. Backfiring from the lane headed off the conflagration, and the pine
forest was saved.
It was one of the boldest and most
extensive schemes of fire fighting ever
suocessfuly carried out In this country. It was possible because plans
had been worked out in advance to
meet Just that emergency, should it
arise.
Plans of similar kind are prepared
In advance for all the national forestj
where fire danger Is great. When the
crisis comes all available men are
concentrated at the point of vantage,
and science and forethought try conclusions with the fire.
Had the fire crossed the
lane or had the fighters failed in
their calculations, valuable pine forests would have been burned. It was
a long, difficult and spectacular fight
but It proved the wisdom of preparing for war in time of peace.

That's Just What We're

Going to Do

Mc-Glo-

le

We always Keep tip trie highest
standard In quality, style and finish
In our foot wear and give values that
will appeal to you. We are offering
better shoes for the same money than
you can buy from others, not the
same shoes for less money, as our
shoes have distinctive features that
will make them comfortable fitters
and substantial wearers. Give them a
trial. C. May's shoe store, 314 West
Central avenue.

W. E.

MAUGEP

with Raube and Mauger

FAIR

FOR YOU

If you were a Clothier, Sir, and had more suits on hand than you could possibly sell this season would you keep them over until next year and let them get
out of style and rusty besides losing the use of the money or sell them now?
Sell them of course you would, so would any sensible Man.

a

Look over these price cuts and, if ever you expect to buy another Suit of
Clothes buy it HOW. It will be the best investment ever made.

SEE PRICES IN WINDOWS

M.

MANDELL
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J. D. KaklB, President.
O. Glomi, Vic President.

opics

Arizona has received $17,000 as her
revenue from forest reserves this
year.

Office, US North

ALBCQVERQUE,

First

St.

N. M.

When you want to buy, sell,

Cnis. Mellnl, Secretary

Treanm.

O. Backecal,

Consolidated Liquor Company
Buoeesaors to
ACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLKBALK DCALCR IN

MCLSNI A EAKIN, and

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wi

John Keoskle, a Finn, was terribly
Injured by a fall down a mining shaft
at Blabee, Ariz.

la stock to outfit
kpmostirirytblng
fastidious bar oomploto

tbo

tr

Have been appointed exclusive agent In the Southwest
Je. ft,
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and 8t. Louie A. B. C Breweries; Yellowetone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Loule Hunter, T.J. Men.
arch, and jther atandard kranda of whiskies too numeroue te mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS,
Bot sell the straight article as received by ns from tae best
laerlee.
Distilleries and Breweries In tie United Stat a. Call aad Inspect ear
Eighty-fiv- e
certificates of birth and
Stock snd Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and lriet Ust.
fifty-on- e
certificates of death have
ltsued to dealers only.
bewi tiled in the office of the probate
clerk of Santa Fe county since March aOKsasa
21. 1907, when the law compelling
this to be done became effective, up
KJ3fXOtJCOaX)SJCOSKeoax) S3 0909090mJ90X0Km09Cmo
to August 1. This represents an Increase of births over deaths of almost
fifty per cent.
J. Theodore Thysing, an Indian
trader of Bethooche, Ariz., who was
supposed to have been murdered, has
been pronounced dead of heart fail
ure by the coroner's Jury.

Lieut. William Olds, of the Arizona rangers. Is preparing an expe's
Land." as the
dition Into
mountain fastnesses In northern Arizona are called, for the purpose of
clearing out and taking into custody
the gangs of criminals and desperadoes that make that locality their re"Xo-llan-

Weill Paper!

Paint!

Ijet mo paper and paint your
house.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Prompt attenUon to mail orders.

treat,

J, D. EMMONS, Successor to Stacy & Co.

-

TERRITORIAL

(i. W. Koiiris,

For an Impaired Apictlte.
and
To
improve
the appetite
strengthen the digestion try a few
doses of Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets. Mr. J. H. Seitz. of Detroit, Mich., says: "They restored my
ItOCK ISLANDS CHARTER
when Impaired, relieved me
IN ARKANSAS STANDS appetite
of a bloated feeling and caused a
St. Paul, Minn., August 9. Judge pleasant and satisfactory movement
Van Devanter, in the United States of the bowels." Price 25 cents. Samcircuit court, has issued a temporary ples free. All druggists.
restraining order prohibiting the secretary of state of Arkansas from forfeiting the right of the Chicago, Hock DRAWING OF NEW
Island and Pacific railroad from doing business in that state. The complaint was presented to the court by
PUBLIC BUILDING
Attorney Hicks of Little Kock.
The railroad is organized under
the laws of Iowa and has the right
to bring suits against citizens of ArWashington, August 9. The drawkansas in the federal courts and to ings
of the new public building for
have removed into the United States AKuquerque
today sent by the
courts uny suits begun in the state department towere
Delegate W. H. Ancourts. The last Arkansas legislature
Albuquerque.
passed an act providing that any cor drews at
The original plans were changed
poration which should commence a
milt In the
Lnitea states court upon larger
and more commoutou
against any citizen of Arkansas or
have been emwhich should remove any suit penu-In- g rooms, inand these
new plans.
the
bodied
United
a
into
the
court
state
in
Stales courts should forfeit all rights
BODIES.
to do business in the state and should
be subject to a penalty of $1,000 a
day fur each day It should thereafter Kidney Diseases Can so Half the Common Aches and Ills of Albucontinue to do business therein. The
querque People.
secretary of state is obligated with
As
one weak link weakens a chain,
law.
enforcing
the
duty
of
the
Recently a citizen of Arkansas so weak kidneys weaken the whole
brought a suit in the state court body and hasten the final breaking
against the Kock Island railroad, and down.
Overwork, strains, colds and other
the railroad thereupon had it removed to the federal court. The secretary causes Injure the kidneys, and when
of slate thereupon began forfeiture their activity is lessened the whole
proceeding", and they were stopped body suffers from the excess of uric
by the injunction issued here. The poison circulated in the blood.
injunction will hold matters In abeyAches and pains and languor and
ance until the authority of the secre- urinary Ills come, and there is an
tary of state can be determined. ever increasing tendency towards diaHearing will be had at Little Ituck betes and fatal Bright's disease. There
October 2.
Is no real help for the sufferer except
a
kidney help.
I
SMALL WKJX K
Loan's Kidney Pills act directly on
8 A XT A IF. Y AlllS the kidneys and cure every kidney
At about 4:40 yectenlay afternoon ill. Albuquerque cures are the proof.
a wreck occurred In the Santa Fe
Mrs. 'da Johnson, living at 414 N.
yards near the viaduct.
Fourth street, Albuquerque, N. M.,
A switch engine with a short string says:
"Loan's Kidney Pills quickly
of cars backing down from the upper
effectively relieved nie of pain
yards, crashed into a string of empty and
had troubled me
back,
in
the
stock cars on the track ahead with at Intervals forwhich
some time. Any prepterrific force. The result was that a aration which acts
fully up to the
lxiud Mock car was broken In two claims made for it as
as Loan's Kidney
and reduced to kindling. The first Pills, deserves unqualified
praise and
car cf the string into which the train as a genuine kidney medicine
can
bumped was a Santa Fe stock car
confidence of every one."
and was little, if any, damaged by have the
For sale by all dealers. Price 60c.
the collision.
Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.,
The 'force with which the two Foster-Milbur- n
agents for the United States.
sole
great
us
so
together
was
trains came
ltemember the name Loan's and
to caue the first car attached to the
23
i)gliie to be tnrown from the track, take no other.
in-Ju-

Independent
Dealers Plan How Great Blaze In Chlrlca-huReserve Was
Concerted Attack on
Extinguished.
Standard Company.
D.
Cleveland, Ohio, August
Five
attacks upon hitherto Impregnable
fortresses of the Standard Oil company, attacks widely separated, but
made simultaneously
and covering
practically the entire country between
the Atlantic seaboard and the Rocky
mountains, were ordered by the independent oil men of Cleveland. This
united campaign Is the direct result
of the 129,240,000
fine
assessed
against the Rockefeller
trust by
Judge Landls in the federal court in
Chicago last Saturday.
The five attacks will be under the
generalship of the National Petroleum association. On paper the foes
will be all the railroads of both the
east and the went.
In reality,
though, the conflict in each Instance
wil be waged against the Standard.
From the standpoint of the Independent oil men of this city the most important part of this quintuple campaign Is that against the railroads
operating In the territory of the Central Freight association. The object
of this attack Is to obtain an average reduction of 20 per cent In the
rates of petroleum In the territory
named.
Want an Early Hearing.
F. W. Boltz, traffic manager, sent
an urgent letter to the interstate
commerce commission asking for u
thorough heating not later than September 15. So Important
do
the
Cleveland shippers regard this case
that they have decided to have special counsel argue the case before the
commission. In the same mail Mr.
Boltz sent a letter to the commission
asking for consideration as soon as
possible of the petition of the National Petroleum association against
various western railroads.
There are two cases Involved In
this petition and the average reduction asked in the rates on petroleum is 40 ,per cent. One of the cases
covers the territory between Chicago
and Omaha and between Sioux City
and Sioux Falls, while the other affects the rates between Chicago and
St. Paul and Minneapolis.
In tuts
letter the interstate commerce commission is requested to fix the time
for hearing these cases immediately
after the date selected for hearing
the complaint regarding the reclassified tariffs of the eastern roads.
Nebraska's Aid Sought.
Before the Ink upon his pen was
dry, Mr. Baltz sent another urgent
missive to the state railroad commission of Nebraska.
On the average
Nebraska's rates on petroleum are
from SO to 130 per cent higher than
those in adjacent states. Mr. Boltz
asks Immediate revision ot the rates
by the state railroad commission.
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"I guess the court has as much
contempt for me as I have-- for it,"
was the remark which will cost J. S.
fnlffen, a Globe. Ariz., attorney, five
days In Jail. Sniffen made it In Judge
Nave's court after he had ben silenced several times by the court
when he Interfered in an argument
He had been
over an injunction.
disbarred two years ago and Judge
Nave reminded him that his term of
debarment does not expire until nextU
The talkative lawyer
December.
now in Jail serving his sentence.

Joseph H. O'RIelly, who was fot
merly a traveling salesman, is prorent or exchange
moting a plun which meets with en
thuslastic approval among all the
Cluuiibcrlniii's folic. Cholera and
traveling men approached so far.
Diarrhoea Remedy, Better
Monday night a meeting will be
Than Three Doctors.
held in the faiir association rooms, at
"Three years ago we had three
which it Is hoped all the traveling
our little boy and everywith
doctors
find
Keep busy until you
men in Albuquerque will attend, for
thing that they could do seemed in
the purpose of perfecting plans for
vain. At last when all hope seemed
the commercial travelers' day at the
to be gone we began using Chamfair. From the present Indication
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diartly
go
forward with
the project will
rhoea Remedy and in a few hours he
lug colors and some twenty of the
began to Improve. Today he Is as
local salesmen and wholesale men,
W. Gold Ave.
214
healthy a child as parents wish for."
are behind It with Mr. O'RIelly.
Mrs. B. J. Johnston, Linton, Miss.
It is planned to give a parade on Albuquerque
New
Mexic
For sale by all druggists.
Thursday of fair week, in which ul'
the traveling men will take purt.
Several floats will be prepared, one
of which will represent a Pullman
car, and this will be named after the
oldest salesman, In point of service,
taking part in the parade.
There
will be an old stage coach drawn
by mules and a man In linen duster
and the clothes worn a generation or
so ago will ride on it. These two floats
will represent the difference between
the old methods of covering the
salesman's territory and the way it is
done today. There will be prizes for
the oldest traveling man, the youngofficially declares that beer is the
est, the shortest and the tallest, en
purest and best of all foods and
well as for the oldest man In point
of service.
drinks, and thus recognizes that
Cards have been mailed to all the
local traveling men, asking for their
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer is as
support and presence.
beverage.

South Sacond and Lead

o

nV)0nrcK')o)OX)oeKt
021 North

rirst Street.

Phone No. 483

Brewery

A Ioe Company.

Household Goods

(Star Furniture Co.

The U. S. "SB
Department of
Agriculture

I1A1H DRESSER

AND

DIST.

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe, is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair

Kennedy's

highest food value, while the
Pabst Perfect Brewing Process
gives it the lowest percentage
of alcohol in all beers.

3

"A pleasant to the tasU
a

Maple

Sugar"

Children Like
For BACKACHE WEAK KIDNEYS
OiWltt'i KJdnt; iilBlifJdar Pllli-S- uri

T-r-r

It

id Sift

WOOD
mpsmawammammaawm

DRY CEDAR

PINION

TOHNIIXO.
TEIIMS 6TIIICTLY CASH.
AND

John

S.

Beaven

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

is therefore a genuine temperance
drink which doctors prescribe for the
sick and senemic, while temperance
workers realize that by encouraging
the use of beer they discourage the
use of intoxicating liquors.
Drink Pabst Blue Ribbon at meals
and between meals and you will
find it agrees with you and increases
your strength and vitality.
When ordering Beer, ask
for Pabst Blue Ribbon.

tht

bowels.
Coughs by cleansing tht
ot the throat, chsst
mucous membrane
ana bronchial tube.

Block, per ton.. $0 50
Bet American
S8.&0
Anthracite Nut, per ton
Anthracite Stove and Furnace
per ton
$9.50

Made by Pabst at Milwaukee
And Bottled only at the Brewery.
Ernest Meyers & Co.,
West Silver Ave.,
Albuquerque.
i'iiunu l.i.

118 At 11
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INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building
Uon. Office at 217 West
avenue.
.

Ratlra4

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
When in need of sash, door, frames,
etc. Screen work a Hpeclalty. 403
South First street. Telephone 403.

If You Want A

Tke Beer of Quality

C05TAIN3 HONEY 15D TAR
Rollers Colds by working them out of
the system through a copious and healthy
Rsliavt

COAL

BlueRibbon

$0

A. E. WALKER,

,

Pabst

Laxative
Cough Syrup
action of

Torturing; eczema spreads its burning area every day. Doan's Ointment
quickly stops its spreading-- instantly
relieves the itchlna; cures it perman
ently. At any drug store.

much a food as it is a
Malting
The Pabst Eight-Da- y
Process gives to the beer the

CIIIBOPO.

dressing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails.
she gives massage
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and Is
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
For any blemish of the
machines.
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.

Southwestern

Plumber
7V3SJLV'.v

'.i'A'.,,:'
You Don

v

t Count the Cost

when eating our pies, cakes and
pastry, for It's small in comparison
with the satisfaction you gain. The
day you start using the products of
our bakery will be a red letter one
on your calenda,.
Mark it up this
day.

PIONEER BAKERY
207 South

First Street.

Telephone No. 61
The Standard
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
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they sat flown to mrpper. Sitting at
the table were Colonel Chavez, Juan
Salas and the witness. Chaves and
HAlas were sitting; on one Bide of the
table and the witness on the other.
They had Just become comfortably
a shot
nettl1 In their chairs, when
The
was fired. Colonel Chaves fell.
wttne.os raised the prostrate man and
room,
was escorting him to another
A war of
when he expired.
New York, August
The witness and several other men crime. directed against women and
on
went
attracted by the shooting,
the outside of the house shortly after children fills the city with horror. It
the Is beyond precedent here, and It U
the shooting and examined They
ground around the window.
doubtful If another civilised commu
which
of
one
found foot prints there,
m.ulA a. nrlnt which the witness de nity anywhere ever suffered such a
scribed fts a half moon. These tracks dreadful visitation.
were not followed that night, but the
Every day
additions made to
morning they were found to lead the (rightful sees
Prosecution Has Practically next
the
list.
Sometimes
north.
story goes that the cries of the vicpractically
developed
defense
The
away.
frightened
perpetrator
the
Concluded and Defense Ex- nuihlnjr on the cross examination, the tim
In other. cases the finding of the dead
to the testimony and
witness adhering
body of a woman or
mutilated
pects Acquittal Verdict.
elicited by the prosecution.
little girl Is the first notice ot tne
Court l'und liuulcquato.
the next witness assault received by the authorities.
liefore calling
gave
the Jury a recess
JudKe
The police are doing their best, apMann
Estanola, N. M.. Auftust 9. (Siht- making
the
tifiteen minutes, and on resuming parently, but without
Jnl.)
The third day ot the trial ot of
a.
slightest headway
for the term
toward stamping
ix.mlngo Vallea opened with the dis-- ! the case
every
re
evil.
out
For
arrest
the
trict attorney reading th
ports come In of half a dozen new
1
lO cuui.it.
"
'
of J. M, Chase at the preliminary tali
expenses.
nut l.uuu remainea cases.
hearing.
In the court iuna, wruon me coun
Since the third week In May there
Chase was the man killed at Tor- llgured would hardly be sulllcient to
have been at least 150 such assaults
rance by Jap Clark. Attorney
on trial
cae
comulete
the
to the police, and even that
objected to the admission of
Many cases of minor Importance reported
has fallen far short of telling the
Chase's testimony on the ground that remain on the docket.
story.
of
whole
It was not Just that the naime
Chase should be confounded with the
Itebeca Salas. who was ill in the
In half a dozen cases In the past
name of the defendant. Judge Mann house of Juan Salas the nlglit Chaves three
where a child has been
overruled the objection, and explain-or-' waa hnotj wa8 the next witness. She killed weeks
terribly Injured, investlga
shooting tlon hasor disclosed a numiber of chileil to the Jury that the testimony
the
heard
she
testified
that
Chase should be accepted at par.
of bed and- saw dren In the neighborhood who have
,,an(1 that, she got out
,lvina- she
h
called to the Salas home
'has
been maltreated or have escaped
tesstl-1
the night of the murder. His was Bpoke to him, but the colonel only with dllliculty the brutes lying in wait
prints
Hps,
mony regarding the foot
looked at her and moved his
for them.
the strongest yet produced. Accord- making no sound.
Few Convictions.
ing to Chase the man who did the
.Iiimii tin lk.Mfft Siiljut cm KtAiinl.
Prrtbably BO arrests have been
story told
shooting stood so close to the window
repeated
the
Mr.
Salas
have laid his hand on by the mall carrier.
He had Just made In connection with the crimes,
ih.i h rnnl.l Presumably
after firing presented a plate of food to Colonel but few ot the prisoners have been
the window.
a aprlng and ,
the shot, the man made
The colonel took the plate convicted.
accompanied the Shaves.
nn hnl, . Bnd h. fork In the other
then ran. Chase day
The magistrates give as a reason
following
and
the
bloodhounds
when the 8hot came. The wounded that the law requires corroboration
followed the trail several miles. The- man popped the plate on the table In assault cases, but political Influ
trail lea in a. airecuuu oj. uit uwwm- I and the lork on tne noor. respect ence Is generally regarded as
strong factor In the failure to Jus
ant's home.
Salas Is a type of the most
The territory's next witness was i ahl natiVea of New Mexico, tall, an tlce.
of the guiar and active for a man of 65
.
. a a ....
Page B. Otero, who was onepen1tenina
.) .1.
ci
- ,,..
- u hncame very much attackedit- - and
the
mn who BccomTOLiiled
on the out-- ,
murdered
of
scene
tragedy
to
the
the
tlary bloodhounds
a8itated as he described
Brooklyn.
nuuw mien skirts of Boylen,
the muroer. Mr. uictapeline, and that was enacted in niswent
9 years
was
old.
Viola
through
was killed, and
the foot print with a dimensions
Chaves
of It as though he was living it over found dead In the cellar of her home,
afterwards took the
Chaves was again. His description was very Im attacked and strangled.
the room In which Col. testified
that pressive. He paswea me lniagiuni?
sitting when shot. He
he saw the saine foot print at win- o plate, fell on the floor, repeated wnat
below
the
was said by ninisen ana me
that was found
outdow through which Mr. Chaves wus carrier, and told how he went
Regarding the tracks found side after the shooting and saw the
ehot.
them
under the window he followed
foot prints made by tne snoe wan
up an arroya from the Sales home the break in the sole. Then he showmany
places
In
mile.
a
least
at
ed how the man wearing the shoe
for
they were well defined.
had ran and Blipped.
Interexamined
again
A diagram of the Salas house Kas
The counsel
preter Sena's foot and had the wit- then offered as evidence.
exon taking the witness ror cross
ness show what kind of a foot print
Attorney Larrazolo showit was that he had found beneath amination,witness
asked
and
shoe
his
the window.
ed the
The foot prints led to a Place him to show Just how the shoe that
where horses or mules had been tied made the disfigured track was worn.
the The witness said that the shoe must
to a tree. On Monday after place
killing Otero saw Valles at a
have been worn on the side. The witwhere sheep were being dipped.of the ness was then dismissed.
Counsel aBked to have the first
Harry C. Bennett was one
the witness, Harry C. Bennett, recalled.
witnesses called in the case of Mr.
Valles.
territory against Domingo
The foot show was gone through with
ISennett resided at Progreso at the again, but the shoe of lnterpetor
was
of Attime Col. J. Francisco Chaves
Sena was used instead of thatdiagram,
The
ehot, and was running a ranch near torney Larrazolo.
which covered a large portion of a
there for Mr. Chaves. The Chaves
of a sheet of legal foolscap, was offered
is shiiul
rarh
close
to
Progreso.
The
and
east of
mii
as evidence by the prosecution. oversaid that defense objected.
The court
the railroad. Mr.wasBennett
at his place on ruled the objection. When asked how
Iomingo Valles
the killing of Col. the diagram compared In size to the
the afternoon of Wells,
and he and shoe Valles wore, Bennett said thjat
f"hnv
at Plnos
Viola Boylan, another New York
of other peo- It was much larger.
Valles and a number pass
was Tiotlm.
the ranch
The territory's next witness boy,
ple saw Col. Chaves
nn n train.
The colonel stepped to Marcelino Whittington. a native
. nlalnrm Till WAVed lllS haild
who happened to be at the Progresso
said ranch on the afternoon that Chaves
"There goes Papa Chaves,"
boy
In
the
jritnmv Rhaves. a little
passed on the train, but his evidence
proved of little consequence.
fiarltf
Larrazolo
Valles ' On cross examination,
Aordln to the awitness,
wagon, crawl showed by the witness that Bennett
who waa lying under
afterOR
note
man
a
nnlrArl
that
anA
sent
who
Valles
the
had
u
when told that noon, asking him to get a wagon that
the train was, and clitntoed
Valles was a
into his needed repairing.
Jt was Chaves, he
wagon, saying that he had business blacksmith.
Mnntinirn Madrid was the next wit
of importance, ana nurrieuiy uruvo
ness. He was Justice of the peace of
having
the Pinos Wells precinct, and arrived
Then the witness testified to
found a. stolen horse In the possession at the Salas home about 10 o'clock
bore
horse
that evening to hold an inquest. He
The
defendant.
of the
Chaves, but the stated that the bullet passed through
the brand of Colonel
subthe breast of Colonel Chaves and
brand had 'been changed. Valles
a door against
sequently turned the horse over to after bouncing from
which it struck, was picked up from
This evidence was IntroBennett.
feel-innaa
ir
the floor near where Chaves disfigduced to show that Valles had a
saw the
nf malice against Chaves. After been sitting. He alsofact,
he preserv
made fre- ured foot prints. In
the horse Incident Valles
prints where they were
quent visits to the Progreso ranch ed the foot the
brought
bloodhounds
on one pretense and another, each plainest for
from santa re.
time asking lor -uoionei tjnavea,
Hid Sliix- on Wroiur.
Taking the witness back to the
I will mail you free, to prove merit,
afternoon of the 26 th. District At samples of my Dr. Shoop's Restora-Mv- e,
torney Clancy asked If he had no
and my Book on either Dyspepticed anvthlne peculiar about Val sia. The Heart or The Kidneys.
les' clothes. The witness said that Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or
he did. Valles had his right shoe Kidneys are merely symptoms of a
on his left foot and his left shoe deeper ailment.
Don't make the
on his right foot, and one had a common error of treating symptoms
.broken sole. The prosecution here nly. Symptom treatment Is treating
established the venue of the case and the result of your ailment, and not
excused the witness temporarily, ad the cause. Weak Stomach nerves
vising the court that the territory the Inside nerves mean Stomach
would recall liim later to testify to weakness, always.
And the Heart,
Incidents following the killing of Col- and Kidneys as well, have their con
onel Chaves.
Weaken
trolling or inside nerves.
The defense then took the wltnes
nerves, and you inevitably have
for cross examination. Attorney wit- these
la
organs.
where
Here
weak vital
attempted to tangle the
Shoop's Restorative has made its
ness on his testimony regarding the Dr.
No other remedy even claims
Valles shoes, but Bennett stuck to fame.
Also
treat the "Inside nerves.
the story that the shoes were af-on to
bloating,
biliousness, bad breath
for
wrong. Others at Progreso that
Shoop's
Re
complexion,
use
Dr.
or
ternoon had noticed the peculiarity.
Write me today for sam
Donaciano Chaves, who was carry- storative.
ing mail between Torrance and Pinos pie and free Book. Dr. Shoop, Ra-by
Wells in November. 1904, was the cine. Wis. The Restorative is sold
all dealers.
next witness.
The witness said that Col. Chaves
Cort
and
Robert
McOovern
and he rode to Plnos Wells the
afternoon of the 26th together. They Qulckel in feats of long and high
sunon
jumping
roller skates at rink
arrived at Pinos Wells Just after
down and went to the house of Juan Tuesday night. Admission, Includ
Kalas to supper. It was dark when ing skates, 20c; ladles free.
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JOITV 8. MITCHELL Invite

New Mexico headquarters

their friends to maks

at

The Hollcnbech Hotel
Los Angeles,
California

...,.

Tour friendship and patronage la appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cat
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable,
Depot and beach line cars atop at the Hollenbeck door.
k

the victim of demon alUint In Now York.
Katlo Tvitx-lUecoroner almort fainted at sight of her poor maltreated body.
r,

j

"""'

,

Pro-gres-

three-auapte-

rs

Elsa Von Desnauer was so badly
beaten she died of her injuries.
Mrs. Sophie Kehrer was strangled
in a house in West 2 2d street while
there were 15 people under the same
roof, and her .body was mutilated af- xer aeam.
In an East side areaway daylight
revealed the body of a young woman
whose limbs had been broken and
whose body was a ma.s of wounds.
Little Katie Teitschler, a beautiful
child of 8 years. disappeared from
her home In an East side tenement.
They searched for her for a week,
fearful from the first moment of her
disappearance as to her fate.
At last they found her. A woman
In the neighborhood, going to the
cellar for wood, fell over the corpse
of a child. It was Katie Teitschler.
Not only dead, but she had been assaulted and her body was covered
with bruises.
Parents Frantic.
The parents and neighbors were
frantic. Tiio coroner, hardened by
dally expe:?;ice in viewing the bodies
of persons called by death in many
forms, almost fainted at the sight.
Arrests have been made In both the
latter cases, but the history of the
last few months gives little promise
that the guilty ones have been
caught, or that the evidence will be
sufficient.
Fragments of a woman's body
were found in the bay. An atteanpt
had been made to anchor them, but
it was unsuccessful. No arrests.
Island were
on Staten
People
startled to gee a nude young woman

run the length of a pier and throw
herself Into the water. She was rav
ing mad and her rescue was effect
ed with dirnculty. When sne regain
ed her reason she said that a gan
of 'nine men had held her prisoner
In the woods for two days.
Children of S years and grayhalr- ed old women have been attacked
The outrages have occurred In all
parts of the city and In the suburbs.
They distinguish this summer from
all others as the blackest in the his
tory of New York crime.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine

Works

MALL, tToprUtfr
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns asJ Iroa
Fronts tor Buildings.
Hmpmlrm
Mining mm Mill Mmttlnry m Bmmolmtty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
a itmr,
u.
.

.

( rrx M

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RET ML

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marquette

Fttofe

Roofing

Albaqaerqae, New Mexico
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The St. Elmo

Finest Whiskies
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Amelia Staffeldt, who was mur
dcred In the outklrt of Brooklyn.

JOSEPH

i20

Prop.

BARNETT,

West Railroad

Arenoe

Wines, Brandies. Etc.
B AMPLE AND
CLUB 1IOOMB
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JAMESTOWN HAS TWO!

THE BIG FAIR
Annual
Territorial Fair Association

New Mexico's

i.--i

1

1

Twenty-Sevent- h

7
to
INCLUSIVE)
12
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
Get

Get Off the Earth!

Get Up in the Air!
The Mammoth Captive Balloon "Albuquerque" Will
Carry Passengers Daily and Throughout the Week
Up-to-Dat- e!

No Sport to Sensational, No Pleasure so Rare, Can Compare With
v
Ballooning. The Most Modern of Amusement.
&
At the Close of the Fair Saturday Evening at Sunset AERONAUT
BLONDIN will Cut Loose With This Balloon and endeavor to Win
X
the "AERO CUP" by Breaking

REMOVES
BLOOD HUMORS
When the blood is pure and healthy the skin will be soft, smooth bad
free frora eruptions, but when the blood becomes infected with some unhealthy humor the effect is shown by rashes, eruptions, boils and pimples,
or other disfiguring and annoying skin disease. The skin is provided with
countless pores and glands which act as a drainage system to rid the body
of impuritif s through the perspiration that
constantly passing through
these little tubes. There are r.ther gland that pour out on the skin an oily
substance to keep it soft and pliable.
When the blood becomes filled with
humors and acids these are thrown off through the pores and glands,
burning and irritating the skin and drying up the natural oils so that we
have not only Acne, ICczema, Salt Kheum, etc.. but such dry, scaly skin
affections as Tetter, Psoriasis, and kindred troubles. The treatment of skia
troubles with salves, washes, lotion, etc. is not along the ri;;ht line True,
uch treatment relieves some of the itching and discomfort and aids in keep.
)ng the skin clear, but it does not reach the real cause of the trouble, which
are humors in the blood, and it can therefore have no real curative effect on
these skin affections. S. S. S., a gentle acting and perfect blood purifier, is
the best and quickest treatment. It goes down into the blood and removes
the humors, f cry acids and poisons from the circulation, cool the overheat
ed blood, and by sending a fresh stream of nourishing blood to the skin
permanently cures skin diseases of every character, S. S S. is made entirely
cf health producing roots herbs and barks, and is an
safe remedy
S. S. S. cures Kczema, Acne, Silt RVir.n, Te'ter, Pso.
for young or oVJ.
riasis, an all other disagreeable an unsightly eruptions uf the skin. Special
nd nnv medical advice desired furni-ibook on Skin lisv4St:
free to all
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.
mlo write.

WE HAVE ONE!

The

World's Long Distance International Record
Held by Lieut. Lahm of the U. S. Army.

RAILWAY JATJSS. HALF FARE OR BETTER
J. A. WEINMAN
President

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

ROY A. STAMM

Secretary
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EVENING

REI5 E. o. rnicE.
My name la Price, E. O. I'rlce. 1 am here to atay. I like the town and
I like the people. The climate Is the acme of anything and everything desirable. I have established the 13. O. Price Real Estate Agency. My ofnee
la 211 South Second street bear that number In mind, 212 South Second
Street Jf you have anything In my line to sell see E. O. Trice. I will sell
It for you. If you have anything to rent see K. O. Price. I will rent It for
you. My bread and butter depends upon giving you good and prompt service. Call and see me and lets get acquainted.
SEE E. O. F1UCK.

KE IS INVITED

ABOUT TOWN

siitscnirnox hates.
One year by mnil In advance
One month by mail
One month by carrier within city limits.

,

.

.50
.60

second cln matter at the rostoffloc of Albuquerque, N. M,
Enteral
ndcr Act of Congress of March 3,
a

--

The only Illustrated dally ncwnpcr In New Molco and the
vertising medium of the Southwest.

bowt ad-

THE AIJU'QCERQl'E CITIZEN IS:
Tlio lending Republican dally and wwkly newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Ilopubllen principles and the "Square Deal."

theThe

amu-qveiiqi--

e

citizen has:

finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The latest reports by Associated Vrem and Auxiliary News Service.

"WE GET THE NEWS FIHST."

3fie Otfter Side

ATTEND

REUNION

Old Mother Powd has a little cottage Just outside the red fence that
enclose August Belmont's Brighton Beach race track, where the low encourages men to become gamblers.
People who liave not enough money to meet the demands of thecwners
of the legalised gambling place on the other side of the fence hand Mother
This made the race
Dowd a few cents and watch the horses from her yard.
It was plain to them that the was robbing
track owners very Indignant.
them.
Two men in Mother Powd's yard are charged with having done a very
It Is said they bet BO cents on a race. A detective caught
kicked thing.
them. ' So they haled Mother Dowd to court, and put her under $500 ball
She
Mother Dowd is an Ignorant old woman.
for permitting gambling.
side and
couldn't understand why It was right to gamble on Belmont's
"Why don't they arrest Belmont? she said.
wrong on her side.
Mother Dowd was like many others.
She was on the wrong side of the fence.
A filthful old railroad employe meets with a horrible accident while In
the discharge of his duty. The lower court gives him damages. Does the
company pay?
No.
There Is delay and legal quibThe case is appealed.
Perhaps, after
ble and crow suit and objection, and the long years drag by.
Ave or six years, the crippled old man gets a few dollars. Perhaps he doesn't
get anything, because the Judge in the highest court knows how prone the
lower courts are to feel prejudice against corporations.
But suppose the old man Is behind In his rent, and the bailiff comes out
Can the old
Do they wait until next day?
with a dlspossessory warrant.
man run to court, and manage to live In his house for six years while the
No.
He goes Into the street and he goes quick.
case Is being tried?
He Is on the wrong side of the fence.
Compare the rich criminal with the poor one.
Compare the trust with the little dealer.
Compare the little thief with the big one.
Compare the railroad that klls with the individual that kills.
It Is all a question of which side of the fence?
Law Is Impartial.
Law Is majestic.
This is In no disrespect of law.
Law, if it were not twisted into strange
Justice makes no distinctions.
shapes by selfish 'men, would see no difference between Mother Dowd and
Belmont.
Don't blame the law; blame the men who strangle all the Justice out
of the law.

W.
Green, the local immigration
inspector, is In receipt of an invltla-tloextended by the employes' association of the old Atlantic and
Great Western railway to attend their
thirteenth annual reunion In Gallon,
Ohio, August 24. The association Is
composed of former employes of the
road, which ran In the early 'SO's,,
between Gallon, Ohio, and Salaian-caN. Y. On the Invitation, a picture
of the wide stacked, little locomotives
then in use, is shown. Mr. Green was
a conductor on the road and will attend the reunion if he finds It possible to get away at that time.
Tl.

n,

Owing to the fact that even
the best carrier boys The Citi-

zen is able to secure will now
and then fail to deliver your paper and also owing to the fact
that your neighbor may now
and then unthinkingly appropriate The Citizen left at your
door and forget to return it,
this paper has arranged with
the Postal Telegraph company
to deliver you an extra copy In
the event that yours falls to
reach you. There Is no additional expense to you. If your paper does not reach you by regular carrier call up the Postal
company
Telegraph
PHONE
NUMBEH 36 and tell them. A
messenger boy will supply you
with a copy of The Citizen. In
this manner, we can also keep
track of the "misses" of our
own carriers and you can get
your paper rain or shine.
KEMEMBEK THE NUMBER
PHONE 36.
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Cllne will leave for Los

An-

geles tonight.
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TRINIDAD

Trinidad, Colo., August 9. Fifteen
coal mines in te vicinity of Trinidad
are closed as a result of the Colorado
& Southern strike, and nearly 1.500
men are out of employment indefinitely. Inaiblllty to get cars has
brought about the condition.
It is
feared that many more will be forced
to shut down In a few days.
Among the mines that were forced
to close are the ColorndoFuel & Iron
properties at Tobasco and Berwlnd,
the mines of the Victor Fuel & Iron
company at Sutlleld and Bowen, and
a dozen smaller mines between Trinidad and Hastings,
Nonoe of the Colorado Fuel & Iron
mines on the Colorado & Wyoming
railroad Is affected, and the Denver
& Rio Grande raod will handle all
The Rio
coal north of Hastings.
Grande has refused to handle some
of the Colorado & Southern cars be- pause of Inexperienced
men in
charge.

nil DAY.

.
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THAT 20

DISCOUNT
ALSO APPLIES TO ALL
CROCKERY AND GLASSWARE

ZrsS

The YOUNG HOUSEKEEPER
Should furnish her closets and eideboard
with china graceful in its lines, beauteous in design, made of such clay and so
baked as to be a model of elegance and
Rtandwear strength. Plenty of it in our
large collection of table and other wear
for every housekeeper old or young
in town.
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Now is the Time to Fill up Your Patterns

FH

QfvnnrY

OirOng

Strong Block
Corner 2d and Copper

ly Thing For a Picnic

the city today.
D. J. McCormick, of Chicago, is
in the city today.
Inspector,
Pullman
E. A. Davis,
left on a northern trip last night.
J. A. ApplenhJte and W. W. Fauss.
of Memphis, Tenn., were visitors here
yesterday.
P. F. McCanna is expected to arrive home from New York on Bun-da- y
for Ice
or Monday.
B. Ruppe left this morning to vHit
his lead mine near High peak In the
Sandia mountains.
Infor 14
Peyton Gordon, of Washington, D.
' I
Compartment
C, was a guest at the Alvarado yesIf
7
terday, leaving for the east today.
ACCUSE POLICEMAN
C. W. Trice, of San Marclal, is in
::
::
:: ::
the city today visiting friends. He
will return home the first of next
AN EDITOR
OE
KILLING
week.
The rooms of the Commercial club
building are undergoing extensive repairs in the way of painting and reHelena. Ark., August 9. Former
decorating.
Policeman Ben Curruth was arrested
The eight-roohouse under con- here
charged with the assassstruction for C. P. Jones, on North inationtoday
of J. M. Scott, city editor of
High street, will be ready for ocWorld, Sunday morning,
Helena
the
cupancy soon.
denies the charge, but the
N. F. Giddlngs, of Prescott, Ariz., t'urruth
to have strong circumpolice
passed through here today en route stantial claim
evidence against him. Ctir-tut- h
to San Diego. He has been spend
was a member of the police ut
ing some time in Detroit.
the time the entire force was comC. W. Wrlgiht, traveling salesman pelled to resign on the demand of the
meeting following
or Kothenburg and Schloss, return-- d citizens' mass
this morning from an extensive chn.rfres of graft by the World. The
Special: Five hundred pieces of
trip through Arizona.
arrest has creat much excitement.
new outing flannel, pretty patterns,
best 12c quality, to be on sale Fri
F. D. Coale, a local representative
day, August sttn, at z:3U p. m., at tne
of the Mutual Benetlt Life Insurance APPEALS ACTION" TO
low price of 9 cents per yard. Golcompany, will leave Sunday for an
DEPORT CHINESE
Washington. t. C, August it.
den Rule Dry Gonds Co.
outing on the Upper Pecos,
Through
the German ambassador the
L. C. Bennett, caBhler
for tho state department
an
today
received
company, who has been appeal
a
Consul, the chimpanzee, was recently the guest of honor at a fashionable Gross-Kell- y
Be Sure
Get
from the action of the shipNewport cottage.
confined to his home for the pat ping
breakfast given by Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont at her elegant guests.
Francisco,
at
San
commissioner
conis
account
of sickness,
He wore a week, on
You Ask For.
Cqnsul was dressed quite as perfectly as his fellow
who has ordered departed 24 Chinese
He wielded his knife and fork with elegance, siderably improved today.
members of the German tramp steam1
frock coat and a white vest.
meatC.
W.
will
a
U.
T.
held
The
taught to wear the
ship Tolosan, who had deserted from
and partook of champagne and cigarets. Consul had been
is a Reason
at the home of Mrs. George the ship on account of alleged
He had been taught to use his knife and lng
frock coat and the white vest.
avenue,
Learning,
615
East
Central
wish the
Why the Cood People of AmerSomebody had also taught the ignorant ape to drink champagne and mi evening at 7:30 o'clock. Visitors men returnedTheto Germans
fork.
the ship to which,
ica buy Cascarets as Fast as the Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A.
smoke cigarets.
are cordially invited to attend.
it is understood .the Chinese vice conWood
So Consul was the guest of honor. It didn't make any difference that the
Clock Ticks.
manager
t J. Brack,
of the Itio sul at San Francisco objects. The dewear
clothes
He could
Binders,
Bain
Hickory
Mowers
and
and
Old
company, left the partment of state referred the case to
wagons
was a beast and the others were men and women.
Grande
Lumber
Every second some one, somewhere, is
today for the company's lum- the department of Justice.
and kfep his elbows off the table and drink and smoke. That was all that city camp
Buying a little Ten-CeBox of Cascarets.
ALL KINDS VEHICLES
near San Domingo. He
ber
was necessary.
1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 660 times to the Minute,
Dissolution Notice.
He knew nothing of social am- expects to return Monday morning.
Of course. Consul had his limitations.
ALBUQLTEROUE
The firm of Gruner & Scheele has 60 Minutes to the Hour, 3600 Boxes an Write us for
The foundation of the building be
He
bition., It was nothing to him how many diamonds somebody wore.
NEW MEXICO
dissolved partnership by muCatalogue and Prices
erected for Charles Conroy, at this day
He never gambled. He took ing corner
could not whisper a single entertaining story.
Hour,
36,000 Boxes a Day of Ten Hours,
of Coal avenue and Arno tual concent, (.'has. Gruner has sold an
&
no part In the endless round of snubbing and flattery, gossip and greed, that the
in
of
Gruner
the firm
1,080,000 Boxes a Month, and then some.
The nih interest
street. Is Hearing completion.
was choking all the human affection and the real sweetness and holiness of work on the building proper will be Scheele to E. F. Scheele, who will
People take a Cas- Think of
He was only a beast. pushed aa rapidly as possible.
continue the business at the old
life out of his neighbors around the glittering table.
bills
who
will
all
collect
stand
and
caret
tablet
each
Millions' use CasHe had not been created in the
da.
He was never intended to be anything else.
Special convocation of Rio Grande due to the firm of Gruner. St Scheele
,
carets when necessary.
first place to be a factor in the progress of the human race; to use his life Chapter No. 4, R. A. M at 7:30 to and
These Are
accounts
all
for
also
settle
m., ana against Gruner & Scheele.
-work in m. m.,
In producing, in ministering to others, in caring about the miserable little night,
of Millions 'of Bright
Judgment
The
E. degrees. Visiting companions
children in the dark mines and the rattling mills; to say, "This is my world; M.
(Signed)
Ameficans is Infallible. They have been
Carriage
cordially invited. By order of II. P.
CHAS. GRUNER.
I am a part of it; I am here for a purpose."
Harry Braun, acting secretary.
Buying and Taking Gssqarets at that rate
E. F. SCHKELB.
So he sat there without the least shame.
The plate glass window at the Re
August 8, 1H07.
for over Six years.
Buying
They had tried to make a man of him. They had taught him some manElectric Co., which was brokners and ome vices. They had done all they could to make him fit to liance
ago, by accident, reachsome
en
time
.
signs,
Tor
Card
Rent
"r.oonii
alt down at the elegant table in the midst of this brilliant assemblage.
ed here today from Denver. It will "Board," etc., for saje at the office of
Days
If Consul had possessed a mind he would only have thought: "What a be placed In today. The window was The Evening Cltlr.en.
Over Five Millions of Dollars have been
valued at 150 and was Insured.
pleasant crowd of chimpanzee we are!"
Spent to make the merits of Cascarets
Wonderful CoiiiiwmiihI Cures Iiles known, and every cent of would
Two native boys were up before
He had forotten some of his beastliness; they had forgotten some of
it
be lost,
Itching,
on
KczeiiiH.
Easy Terms
morning
skin
Skin
Judge
Craig
George
this
humanity.
their
Eruptions, Cuts
did not Bound merit claim and hold the
charge of Jumping on ana on
It is Interesting to see a chimpanzee taught to act like a man; what Is the
Bruises.
Thvy
passing
were
sentenced
and
trains.
constant, continued friendship. Patronage
It when a man is content to live with the point of view of a chimpanzee?
to live days In jail, but the sentence
Doan'a Ointment is the best skin
people year
Low Prices
was suspended during good behavior. treatment, and the cheapest, because and Endorsement of
so little is required to cure. It cures after year,
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Ward, of Kala
Do you Intend buying . reblcle i enjoy the summer months? If you
after years of torture. It cures
mazoo, Mich., are visiting friends in ylles
do don't pass ua by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
cases of eczema, it cures
the city today. They will leave for allannate
we have many good atylea within the range of modest Incomes.
skin itchlmr. It cures skin erup
There Is also a Reason
dollar and talk El Paao this evening, alter wnlcn tions.
Top
Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
Pause a minute In the mad pursuit of the
bruises,
scratch
cuts,
heals
It
visiting
in
will spend some time
Whv there are Parasites who attach
all kinds. Don't atay away because you are not rich. Come and see
It Is ever a pleasing subject, excepting when you are they
about money a while.
es and abrasions without leaving a
places
Tex
of
Interest
the
different
in
scar. It cures permanently. Albu themselves to the Healthy Body of Cascar-et- 's
trying to borrow it.
quetuue testimony proves it:
Are you saving any of It, or as and Mexico.
What are 'you doing with you money?
success Imitators, Counterfeiters,
1
szs
Byron Ives returned from an ex
A. it. Whttcomb, living at
ar von ifttinir everv nrnnv slln throueh your PnuerB like so many grains of tended
Eighth street, Albuquerque,
trip In the east today. Mrs. North
aand?
Ives remained In the east and will N. M., says: "I have nothing to re
They are Trade Thieves who would rob
Do you ever think about the future, of the serious and perhaps barren return In September.
They visited tract from the recommendation
vnra that are to come?
up the St Lawrence gave for Doan 8 Ointment some live Cascarets of the "Cood Will" of the people,
going
Toronto,
ears ago. What I then stated was and sneak unearned profits, earned and
Did you ever, walking along the street, observe a bent and broken old river, and stopping at the Thousand
man, scanning the ground with hungry eyes in hope of lighting upon a stray Islands, later going to New York to the effect that thts preparation paid for by Cascarets.
out
had cured me of a breaking
nickel or even penny, or stopping to pick out of the gutter the burnt stump City.
which, if not eczema, closely resem
A Dishonest Purpose means a Dishonest
of some other man's cigar?
sales
meeting
of the commercial
A
bled this trouble and was confined to Product and a Disregard of the Purchasers'
brow. men is called for Monday night at a spot about
He Is not an Ignorant man; you can tell that by his
the size of a sliver uoi
aa well as by the intelligent light in his eye if you can get him to look at the fair association headquarters lar just below one of my knees. Off Health or Velfare.
over the Zelger cafe at 8 o clock. and on for ten years it had annoyed
you.
Beware of the Slick Salesman and Ms
The purpose of this meeting is to nie always being worse when I was
Did he ever approach you on the street piteously begging you to "kindly discuss
relating to the hold In bed or If 1 would sit near a fire, ancient "Just as Cood" story that common
old ing of amatters
help a poor old man," and as he shuffled away, that
big traveling salesmen con I consulted two of our leading phy sense refutes.
The historical "Old Hick- did you pause vention in Albuquerque at fair time
derelict on the sea of life, that miserable, hopeless old
sicians but what they gave me proved
the
only
by
made
Cascarets
are
Sterling
to aBk yourself, whatever brought an Intelligent human being to this pitiful
more avail than all the differ
ory" Chair.
manager
of
the of nokinds
R. McDougle,
of salves and ointments Remedy Company, and put up In metal box
.condition ?
Sugar Beet company, and ent
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Whatever the immediate occasion of his Elmendorf
that
faith
had
The answer is apparent.
"long-taile- d
Miss Tillie Canter, of San Marclal,
C" on the cover.
expecting that it would ac with the
overoowerliiK poverty, the immediate reason for It is this:
Light, comfoitable, durable
were united In marriage at the home Ointment, to
They are never sold in bulk.
the other remedies
He did not save his money when he was able to work and had the ability of the bride's aunt in San Marclal similarly
used,
to
find
surprised
I
was
had
but
Every tablet marked "CCC."
young people are
and especially adapted to hard
to earn it. Time was. no doubt, when this miserable old wrec k had a home last evening. Both are
the first apiilicatlon stopped the
; very popular that
E3
.1. His clothes were Just as good, and he well known and
lust as good as yours is today.
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a
continuation
and
short
in
El
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home
will
their
make
service.!
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own clears.
Todav he Is uaylne in bitterness and sorrow un
healed the place affected. The
on Wednesday evening. Its use
mendorf.
that I can say after this long in
speakable for his
wedding of Miss Meta Canter, to fact
the
that there has been no return
I am too Charles Mattress
"Oh." vou say. "but such a fate will never overtake me.
took place here. terval
the trouble is pretty god reason
smart fur that." That Is exactly what this old man used to say to him Mrs. Mattress and Mrs. McUougle are of
my
willingness to confirm my orfor
The logic of the situation Is Irrefutable, sisters.
self, and you see where he is today.
iginal statement. At the time of my
using Doan's Ointment one of my
.
Galvanized Cornices, Sky
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legislature
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last
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"The solid
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arm
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irritation
Frank J. Chenney makes oath that he
Lights, Stock
Who stood in the republican ranks to the last ami refused to be bribed or
conis senior partner of the linn of F. J. that it causiid him to scratch
Despite the fact that it had
to match
frightened into Joining the Hagerman crowd, wag in evidence at the inaugu Cheney
St
Co., doing buslneaa In the tinually.
and .Storage
resisted all treatment, Ioun'B OintCounty and tilate aforeCity of Toli-do- .
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for each haa been permanent.
I can recomIt was not long until the of
ene except a few of the late Hagerman reformers.
and every case of Catarrh that cannot mend this preparation at all times
Come and see our line of
generally
was
an
Increased
known
and
there
became
figures
Air Furnaces,
meaning of those
be cured by the use of Hall
Cntnrrb as one that can be reJied upon to act
FRANK J. VHKN'EY.
It will be rememDere.i that the soiiu seventeen' Cure.
iomsnl for more buttons.
as
represented."
to before me and subscribed in
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE
Tin Roofing,
For sale by all dealers. Price BOc.
and the "house tandem," Representatives Holt and Beach, rnnducted the In myBworn
presence, this Clh day of December, Foster-Mllliurn
Buffalo, New
Co.,
vAKtiiration Into the Hatjerman land deal which resulted In the retirement o A. D. lbixi.
etc.
Guttering,
oixe
York, sole agents for the United
A. W. GLRAHON.
the boy executive at a later date. As the new governor succeeds the lat
(Heal )
Notary i'ubllc.
Slates.
boy executive, the eeventen was nut oat of place at bis Inauguration.
Bail s Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
name
Remember
General Jobbing
the
Ioan's
n.l acts directly on the blood tend mu
13.
and take no other
ruui surfaces of the system, bend for
Is
In
th
"hell
testimonials free.
The Rev. Zed H. Cobb, who announced his belief that
Bring us your joo v?orK. Prices
CO., Props.,
F. J. CHtKET
308-- 3 1 0 W. Central Avenue
un." has an Idea entirely different from that of the late Rev. Sam Jones
thn very lowest and the work will
Building
Toledo,
Ohio.
in
town
which
he
In
hai
the particular
who always located the hot place
Hand Inspection anywhere. Business
Take Hall s Family 1111s fur constlpa
tlon.
and calng cards a specialty.
yened to be preaching.

The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket
Compartment
Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees
Hours.
dispensable to Those Who
Have Used It.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
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Albuquerque, New Mex.
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Head of Interior Department
Visited Albuquerque

of

Some.

This Morning.

"The shops are on fire," was the
cry la at night shortly after 8 o'clock
when the tire alarm whivtle blew two
long wlerd blasts and It was noted
thai the sky to the south was a glare
of red . light.
Forthwith half the
population started southward. Hunsurged down Second
people
dreds of
street and alone; tho railroad tracks
to be present at the conllagratlon and
all were in a state of wild excitement.
"It la not the shops. 4fs only a
couple of box cars," was the opinion expressed when they drew nearer to the bias. Still two box cars
burning were worth looking at and
the crowd continued
the
toward
glare. But it was not even a box car
tire.
The cause of the excitement
was nothing more or less than two
bonfires )uat north of the Coal avenue viaduct on the Santa Fe property. A smaill wreck of some cars at
this place yesterday evening left a
heap of broken ami splintered wood
and a force of laborers were engaged In clearing this up and burning
It. The smoke from the locomotives
In the vicinity reflected the
suiaJl
blaze afar and deceived the inhabitants into thinking the Santa Fs
hops were afire.
Such as it was .however, the blaze
was witnessed 'by hundreds of people who flocked to the scene from
every quarter of the city. In the
meantime the city Are department
was having a littde time of its own
In another place.
The alarm was
evidently sent it for Second street
the department
and Coal avenue;
understood It Second street and Gold
avenue, hence the complications that
wagon
followed. The comiDination
and the hose cert, manned by the
doughty nre laddies, came pounding
down Second street until they arrived
at Gold avenue where they halted
abruptly. The apparatus was swung
Into position the
firemen
donned
their oilskins and helmets and reeled
off the hose. "In the Columbus ho
tel, was the cry. Up the stairway
the members of the fire department
rushed dragging the chemical hose
after them.
They were met at the head of tho
stairs by the proprietor who calmly
informed them that there was no tire
there, not even In. the range, for it
was two hours after supper time.
Trained to stop at no human obstacle, the fire laddies pushed past
the pioprletor and began to Investigate for themselves, for had not the
alarm been turned. The guests of the
hotel became suspicious at the persistence of the- - tire department and
thought possibly there might be some
truth In the rumor that the hotel
was on fire. Accordingly each repaired to his room and made a careful search for the blaze. They looked
under the beds, behind all the dressers, in the closets, and some even
ripped up the carpets a little ways
and peeped under to dlcover some
sign of fire, but It was all of no avail,
In spite of all their efforts' to accommodate the Are fighters, no blaze
could be found and the fire depart
ment was compelled to retire in. disappointment.
At this Juncture the fire whistle
blew a blast whioh indicated that.
the fire was out. News, also, of the
bonfires In the Santa Fe yards was
brought by this time and the fire
comipany returned to its quarters.
Many persons who watched the
bon fires from the Coal avenue viaduct remarked at the shameful waste
of good fuel. Why, instead of burning the damaged cars, did not the
railroad conrpany allow poor people
to carry it away for fuel. The rubbish could have Deen removed in
this manner In a tenth of the time
that it took to burn it and a large
numtber of people would have received material benefit.
Instead of
was absolutely
that the material
wasted, doing good to nobody.

Jnmes R. Garfield, secretary of th
Interior, arrived in Albuquerque this
morning on a special train in company with President lUiriey of the
Santa Fe, George T. Nicholson, third
vice president of the road and other
Santa Fe olficlals.
The arrival of
Secretary Garfield today was one day
sooner than was expected. The special train arrived at 8:40 and the party left their car and wandered about
tire station visiting the Alvarado and
Harvey curio rooms.
"We are going to Santa Fe from
here," saW the secretary to a Citizen reporter, "to pay our respects to
Governor Curry. We have been having a delight ful time visiting in the
southwest and I enjoyed the stop at
the Grand canyon more than I can
say in words. The purpose of my
visit to the west Is to Interview Indian agents, government officials of
the department of the interior In general and try tq size up the situation
in the west.
Kevlanintion Work.
"We are devoting special attention
to the work of the reclamation bureau and have visited all the most
Important dams and great Improvement projects under way for the reclamation of semi-ari- d
land in North
Dakota, Washington, Oregon, California, Nevada and Arizona. Now we
are looking over New Mexico. From
Sarta Fe we will come south again
and vttt the site of the proposed
big dam near Kngle and then on to
other government undertakings.
"We are looking over the country
pretty thoroughly with special reference to the work of the reclamation
bureau. I cannot say that any new
government project in this line will
be put under way at once, but the
needs of the district will be noted and
receive attention.
The bureau needs
money to work with and as soon as
that Is available new- - projects w ill be
started.
"We will visit El Paso and then
come back this way as far as the
by way of which line
Belen cut-owe will travel to Guthrie, Oklahoma,
and the principal agencies of the Indian tribes of Oklahoma and Indian
Territory. My trip Is In the interest
of the department of the interior and
I take great pleasure and am receiving much enlightenment by coming In personal contact with the officials directly In charge of the various branches of the department work
and those engaged In developing thlJ
section of the L'nlted States.
' ,
IjmhI of Promise.
"New Mexico impresses me as a
land of promise.
I am sure that
when better facilities for irrigating
the land are provided that the country will develop In the same wonderful manner as other sections have
been developed."
After a stop of forty minutes In
Albuquerque the secretary of the Interior and party left on their special
train for Santa Fe.
Endorsed by tho County.
"The most popular remedy in Otsego county, and the best friend of my
family," writes Wm. M. Dietz. editor
and publisher of the Otsego Journal,
Gllbertsvllle, N. Y., "Is Dr. King's
New Discovery. It has proved to be
an Infallible cure for coughs and
colds, making short work
of the
worst of them. We always keep a
bottle in the house. I believe It to
be the most valuable
prescription
known for lung and throat diseases."
Guaranteed to never disappoint the
taker, by all druggists. Price 60c and
fl.OO. Trial bottle free.
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HOTEJL ARRIVALS.

Alvarodo.
G. H.
Chicago; H. W. Jacobs, Topeka: D. C. Thomas, Topoka: B. F.
Lmniels, Tucson; C. F. Weldemeyer,
Gallup; U. Halloran. Berkeley, Cal.;
J. C). O'Brien. Little Rork; H. J.
Hawley, Denver; E. A. Drake, Socorro; J. H. Aury, Detroit; F. L. Caila,
San Pedro; K. T. Wilkinson.
West
Point, Miss.; R. Gordon, Washington.
D. C; Daniel M. McMillan, Las Vegas; D. J. McC'ormick, Chicago; H.
K. Harsh, Phoenix; J.
Applewhite,
Memphis. Tenn.; W. W. Fauss, Memphis, Tenn.; K. T. Caldwell. Trout-maN. C; L. R. Wilson, X. Y.; J.
H. Hubbard, Denver.
R.

J. Gatewood, Topeka;

n,

n.

Savoy.
E. J. Ferguson, Kettner; Rev. M.

Krlcke, Kettner M. J. Kelly, Pan Mar-cia- l;
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Llndemann,
Hanover. Germany; M. O. Lindeman.
N. Y.: M. K. Thompson,
Kuttawa,
Ky. ; H. F. Brown, Silver City; Geo.
Watson, Cerrillos; J. H. Scroggs, Kansas City;- - H. M. Slnolalr and wire,
Canon City, Colo.j' Geo. F. O'Brlene,
St. Louis; P.
Chicago; E.
F. Hugglns, Springfield, Ohio.
Cralire.
R. J. Hessler, Detroit, Mich.; H. J.
Bishop, Kansas City; J. R. Plunkette,
El Paso;.
Stnrpcs.
F. W. Sharpe, Denver; F. O. Banter, Socorro; J. H. Wafer, El Paso; L.
H. Wood, St. Joseph, Mo.; F. S. Lus-trDenver; J. E. Pipes, Sulphur
Springs; F. M. Ross, Denver: A. E.
Green, Socorro; Jose Garcia; Magda-len- a;
T. C. Cary. Las Cruces; Esmlan
Baca, Socorro; John F. Fullerton, Socorro; G. T. Radcllff, Belen; George
L. Roach. Denver; Clara C. Carson,
Los Angeles; J. J. Burke, Lamar,
Colo.; 3. F. Ballin. El Paso.
y,

of Dr. Shoop's
Gt'a
"Health Coffee" at our store. If real
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
Coffee Imitation.
Dr. Snoop has
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee In flavor and taste, yet it ha
not a single grain of real Coffee In it.
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation
is made from pure toasted grains or
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
Made
In a minute. No tedious wait
You
f"" by C. U.
will surely like It.
Brlgham.
free Kample

Special: Five hundrea ptece
of
new outing flannel, pretty patterns,
best 12 He quality, to be on sale Friday, August Kth, at 2:30 p. m., at the
low price of 9 cents per yard. Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

Special

hundred pieces of
pretty patterns,
cent quality, to be on sale
best 12
Friday, August th, at 8:30 p. m., at
the low price of 9 cents per yard.
Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

Call up 597
When in need of anything in the

BAKERY LINE
E.

Doan's Regulets cure constipation,
tone the stomach, stimulate the liver,
promote digestion and appetite and
easy passages of the bowels. Ask your
druggist for them. 25c a box.

Sicond St. and Load

MOVING

PICTURES
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AX.

FAIRY.

SPY.
C'HItlSTMAS GltOVE.
1U.IMMS HAY.
ANYTHING T OBLIGE.
SONGS.
WHEN THE OKG VN COMES
A iH ll .MI.
WON'T Vdl I!E MY t.IIH.lK.
Cool uiul Cumfortahk'.
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I'W'iny of Scats.

The provision market this week
teems with native products. Almost
without exreptlon the vegetables on
sale were raised In the dose vicinity
of Albuquerque and these vegetables
rival in excellence the products of the
bejt outside agricultural
districts.
Green corn Is gradually coming down
In price and becoming better In quality as are the native tomatoes. Native melons will shortly make their
appearance, but 'native fruit will not
appear at all, except grapes of which
there will be a fair crop.
The prices this week are the following:
Vcjretables.
Green corn, 40c; summer squash,
10c; wax benns. 10c; potatoes, 7 lbs
for 25c; cucumbers, 2 for 6c and up;
tomatoes, 15c; peas, 5c; mangoes,
25c; cabbage, 5c; green chill, 20c;
green onions, 2 far 6c; dry onions,
6c; rhubarb, 7V4c; chill peppers, 20c;
cauliflower, 10c; beets, 5o; carrots,
5c; turnips, 5c; green beans, 10c;
watermelons 2V4c; cantji Jupe, 10c
and up.

Fruit.

Green gages, 16c; oranges, 30 to
60c; bananas. 40c; apples, 2 lbs for
25c; pineapples, 20 to 40c; grape
fruit,
10c and up; lemons, 35c;
peaches, 2 lbs for 25c; pears, 2 lbs
for 25c; plums, 15c; grapes, 20c.
Fish.
Sea baas. 15c; barrlcuda, 15c; rock
cod, 15c; flounder. 15c.
Meat.
Beef. 8 to 20c; pork, 15 to 20c;
veal, 15 to 20c; mutton, 10 to 20c;
prlng lamb, 12V6c to 20c; ham, 15
to lc; sausage, 15c; hamburger, 15c;
spring chicken, 25c; squabs, 17 He.
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WEST RIOOAO AVENEXT TO BANK OF
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. The telephone make the
dotte lighter, the care Irs
Mid the worrlea fewer.

N. M.
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strong as an ordinary door at prices that iefy
Door screens
eastern-ma- d
screen doors in both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

PIAJSTING Mlj7
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW BRICK BUILDING

a

Reliable

Full Set of Teeth

Gold Filling
$1.50 op
Gold Crowns
..$
Painless Extracting.. . Oc

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works

m

D
ft 3

P V
GUAR-

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt ttention
,5
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Out-of-tow-

H

Mr.

H

THE VALLEY RANCH
If you want to get to a cool place
X. M., telling us wliat

Our wagon will meet
The round trip fare
ranch is SI and the
e will try to see
good.

Pranrlfifors
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Yotir Credit is Good
E. M AHARAM

IRS. COPP and PETTTT.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.

In a hurry, wire na at Glor-leltrain you will take and come on up.

a,

yon.
to Glorleta la $5.60; the stage fare to the
rate at tlie ranch Is $8 per week.
that you liave a good time. The fishing U

THE VALLEY RANCH

with

;

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.
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and' Mrs. James Slaughter,
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Tel. 480
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109-- 1

manufacture all kinds
of Ladies' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours, Puffs, Wigs, etc.
We carry a complete line
of Alleen Berg's Celebrated
Creams and Tonics, which are
especially prepared
for this
climate. Your patronage Is respectfully solicited.

Dentist
ja
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We

Residence 723 N. Fourth St.

SCREENS

FLY"

J

Fclal
snampooing
tlectroiosli
Scalp Treatment
Manlcurlof
Chlldrcs't Hair Cuttin;

Collections made at Korber Building 124
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a.m.
and 2 to 4 p. m.

IN TOUR TIOMfc
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Hair Dregilng

telephone
The
preaervM
your health, prolong year life1
and protect your hnuie.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

120 South Fourth St.

12
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A TELEPHONE

YOU

C

Rofifitt; Doping

Notary Public

Consult

Parisian

Proprietor

Convenience - Comfort - Security
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UnderSavoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C5000C00030000

On the Corner

BROS.
112 John Street

Justice of Peace, Precinct No.

Pecos, New Mexico
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Clothe your family on $t.oo
per week
Ote WmmtContrml
PROF. HARRY

ance in the World.
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Dare-Dev- il

COLLEGE,

ENGINEERING,
AND

PRE- -

1

COURSES

I

NORMAL,

Act On

COMMERCIAL

Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday
and Sunday Nights

N Tuitlon

or New Mexico Students. Board and
Room on the College Campus. Term Begins Mon- A day, August 19, 1907.
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ARCHER

Roller Skates
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University of New Mexico
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to Cts
Skates, - 23 Cts

Admission,

ROLLER RINK
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G.

TIGHT, President
i
REMEMBER
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I Gua rantee every pair
of GLASSES I Fit to be

THIS ONE

ABSOLUTELY

mows

C.

The Leading Stationer.

Wm. Wallace McClellan

Corn.

ARE READING

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

HAWLEY

Life and Accident,
The Str o n g e st Company
Writing Acc'dent Insur- -

THE

Open Day and Night.

P. Matteucci

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.

Travelers' Insurance Co.,
.

The American Lumber company
band of Al'buquerque was one of the
principal features of the big Inauguration ceremonies at Santa Fe yesterday.
The band went to the capital
city with the delegation from this
city yesterday morning and on arrival there. It headed a procession
of the Albuquerque and other delegations on tnat xpecial train In a
march to the plaza, where a short
concert was rendered.
In the afternoon the band gave another excellent concert and at Its
close the manager of the big Mexican orchestra and the leaders of the
other bands present shook hands
with Director Bills, stating that they
did not Imagine such an excellent
organization existed In New Mexico
and that they took their hats oft to
him and his musicians.
In the evening the band marched
to the home of Col. Max Frost, the
veteran editor of the Santa Fe New
Mexican, and gave a concert of Col.
Frost's favorite pieces on the lawn.
Later the musicians visited St. Vincent's hospital and played for the
Sisters and the patients there.
The visit of the band to the capital was a continual ovation and only
the highest praise was accorded the
excellent musical organization.
The band returned to Albuquerque
last night with the majority of those
who attended the inauguration from
this city.
De Witt's Little Early' Risers don't
sicken or gripe. Small pills, easy to
take. Sold by J. II. O' Rlelly & Co.

Highland Livery

Real Estate and Loans
for

Santa Fe Restaurant

rirt
Eastman Kodaks

2nd Stroot

-- rAgent

Where to Dtne Well

"Kogiilnr an tlie Sun."
an expression as old as the race. riRST CLASS SHOEMAKER
No doubt the rising and setting of
A NO REPAIRER
the sun Is the most regular performance In the universe, unless it Is
the action of the liver and bowels ORSKN FRONT, f Off North
when regulated with Dr. King's New
L.ife Pill?.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 25c.
Supplies Finishing for Amateur, i
loan Kodaks free.

CORRECT

C. H. CARNES, O. D.

J

At YANOftS,

43 Minutes of AmuM'iiK'iit.

t

1

Is

M. L. SCHUTT

R.R.Ave.

CRYSTAL THEATRE
Cor.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

Unusually Excellent Supply Excellent Musical OrganizaFor Most Fastidious Albution Won Big Applause
querque Buyers.
at Inauguration.

ALL WORK ARSOMTFLx"
ANTEED.'

OOOOOOOOOCXOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCJO

pEOPLE

Polishes and dressings for black,
tan. brown, white. pinK, blue and
gray shoes at C. May's Shoe store,
314 West Central avenue.

202

ff

Five

new outing flannels,

To feel strong, have good appetite
and digestion, sleep soundly and en-Jlife, use Burdock Blood Bitters,
the great system tonic and builder.

French Bakery Co.

I

SANTA FE

City and Santa Fe Departments Had to Hustle
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mmmmmemeemsseeee
Safety of the Checking Account
When you pay your bills by check, you tarry no mvney
on your person, it is net necessary. Your money is safe in
the Bank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the liank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for both large and small

accounts.
We solicit your account.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
57

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
NMA 1

ALBUQUERQrJE

AGE SIX.

CTTTZEJT.

EVENING

brand of republicanism.
He stales humble farmer (taughter), but ht be got up and delivered a speech.
In an open letter that the only dif- should be a man who knows what When he got through, one of
the
GOVERNOR TAKES GREAT ference
between the republicans and the common, everyday man needs, boys, talking, snys 'I think that Govthe democrats I the question as to and wants. A few year ago I say ernor Is a pretty good fellow, but he
whether we should have one cent or a few because I like to think It la a Is a mlghfv poor talker.' (laughter).
a quarter of a cent dirty on salt, and few I might say several years ago,
Ills Official Itcoonl.
AUDIENCE BY
"So I am In the same position as
he says that Brother Ta.rt is not right In the northern part of this terrion the salt question. Now what does tory, there was
It amount to? The question or party.
"Mr. Catron
What we want in New Mexico, as 1 thing about It.
said, Is something for New Mexico, Maxwell grant.
(Applause and cheers.)
said that he had
stretching it to
Tired of IyfamatJoti.

STORM

avcvxt t. toi,

FKTD.ir.

LASTMEMBEROF

my friend Otero, and I will
only
a land grant.
make a few brief remarks. Twenty-spve- n
I think knew someIt was known as the tory years ago I cameI to the terrimy

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

GANG IS

have had
of New Mexico.
ups and downs.
they
Financially
(Laughhave usually been downs.
ter.)
I have been honored by my
"I am exceedingly gratified, fellow
fellow citizens with some of the
( Continued from Page Otic.)
citizens, to know that I have by my
most Important offices In the gift of
side a gentleman who can bring
I tried
the people of New Mexico.
from you the applause which my
to fulfill them all to the very best of
Amid great applause Honorable J. words do not deserve.
(Applause,
my Hhllity.
n criminal officer I
As
W. Kaynoids, secretary of New Mex- laughter and cheers.)
did everything I could to establish
ico, at 2:1S p. Tti., presented Honor"Now, I say that we want In New
law and order In the county which Bold Series of Forgeries by
able George Curry to Chief Justice Mexico a man who
I was sheriff of.
understands New
And ns a member
William J. Mil la. In the following Mexico, and who will do something
of the New Mexico legislature I voted
Two Men and One
language:
Irrespective of
for New Mexico
for economy. I voted against every..
"Your honor. It affords me the whether H. O. Bursum Is the chairunnecessary aproprlatlon. and I nev-l.greatest pleasure to present to you man of the republican party (ApWoman.
pr accepted a position while I was
-- ,,!
v...i
the Hon. George Curry of New Mex- plause), or H. J. Hagerman Is the Colorado line by a gentleman
who is n that legislature from the governorico, who bears with him the commis- chairman
party.
exrecompense
any
republican
of the
nor
I won't mention any names, but (applause)
sion from the president jf the United We want to forget for a moment
Globe, Ariz., August 9.- - Blueford
that I could return to my conolonel Charles Hunt possibly could cept
States as governor ot this territory, the personal ambitions of a few men, ell
feel as though I had Raper, a former student la a private
stituents
and
I
you
to
think
I
referred
who
And who Is now willing to take the and work together.
n
Hager-mavery
performed that duty to the
best school in Los Angeles and supposed
If Mr.
along aibout that time.
to be possessed of considerable wealth
oam 01 omce. '
wants the vindication at the he was Curry
of my ability.
reoplc.
for
tlio
has been arrested on a charge of
hands of the people which he claims
Chief Justice Snrnks.
Army.
county
Curry
George
In
the
first
In
Colfax
passing fictitious checks. He Is now
The oath having been administered Is due him. and he can go Into the
stood for
one
ago
1
who
as
years
April
known
became
"Nine
last
In custody of U, S. Marshal lanlels
W.
convention and retire
rights
against
and signed. Chief Justice Mills made republican
peoiwe
your
of
what
he
away
the
beautiful
marched
from
Is awaiting trial in the federal
H. Andrews, let him do It. That Is he considered to be corporate greed. city with four hundred
rne following address:
other citizens and
(Ap
prerogative.
American
money. A few of the of New Mexico to fight the battles court.
"Ladies and Gentlemen:
nnuence
and
The ex his
NewWhile posing as a young student of
But let the Santa Fe
guard who were with him at that of our country. But after Colonel ample
ecutlve committee.
who have had plause.) and
means, Raper was securing
the Albuquerque Jour old
charge of the Inauguration of Gov. Mexican
time, Marlon Littrell and a few oth- Wood and Lieutenant Colonel Roosehis funds by passing forged checks
learn for a llule while that the ers are still alive.
Ourry, have thought it best that the nal
up
(Applause.)
they
us
velt,
then,
concluded
sized
service officers say. During his. brief
address of welcome should be given people of the territory of New Mex
From Colfax county Curry went that I would make a better horse-herd- course
In the private school In Los
by a gentleman Who knows him well. ico are not going to submit to being o Lincoln, first county clerk, next
than a scrapper. So during Angeles, Raper
was under the conpufollc
of
prints
this
In
defamed
the
1 presume that no one in the terriassessor;
next
sheriff;
member
I
next
war
was
Spanish
the
left
American
1
stant surveilance of George W. Haz-eapplause.)
of
tory is better known to its citizens territory. say(Continued
president
my
senate:
fight
flies.
Tampa
of
the
at
to
and
territorial
United States secret service agent
to you. fellow citizens,
to
our council; next a Hough Hlder, friend Muller. my friend Llewllyn
than Oov. Curry, and I am sure that want
government officials were not
we are all glad and more than plead- that I am proud of the fact that I ending a company from New Mex and my honored friend who gave up The
to act at that time, and Raper
a resident ot New Mexico. (Ap ico to the Spnnlsh war under Theocountry In the Phil- ready
his
for
ed to have him with us, and to have am
life
his
was
allowed to finish his term unI am proud of the fact dore Roosevelt. Next the first sheriff ippine Islands, went to the front, tohim act as governor of this terri- plause.)
molested.
tory, to which high office he has been hat at least two of my children were of the new county of Otero; next in gether with three hundred other
His brother, Phil Raper ,is now
appointed by President Roosevelt, the born In the territory of New Mexhe Eleventh rivalry in the insurrec
and reflected credit upon
a term of seven years in the
tion In the Philippines; next In com- themselves and the country that sent serving
president of the United States. (Ap- ico.
Arizona territorial prison. Mattle O.
Hone, mill Patriotic.
mand of the scouts when the hero them there.
It was always one of Lemon,
plause.)
another accomplice, has been
Ladies and gentlemen, the execuI want to say to you, and I only La ton was killed; next the chief of the few things that I had against
on a charge of passing fictive committee has selected to make wish that my voice could reach the lollce of the city of Manila, controll-n- g Colonel Roosevelt and Colonel Wood convicted
titious checks, and Is In jail awaiting
a thousand men, and constituting that I was compelled to remain at sentence.
this address to Gov. Curry a gentle- ears of those In Washington and
man who has known him for many, throughout these United States who he best police force in the American Tampa while my other friends went
All Under Arrest.
many years; a gentleman who tlrst have been listening to a few people possessions today. Chief of the civil to the front, I think It was on that
With the recent arrest of Blueford
next account that I accepted a commiscame to this territory In 1886, and n the territory of New Mexico until service oi" the Philippine Islands prov- sion In a subordinate capacity to go alias Stoad Raper, all the principals
hey seem to be satisfied that we are the governor of the Camlnn
who first worked handling a hamare la
I
the govern to the Philippine Islands.
felt In a daring series of forgeries officers.
mer and drill in one of the mines In grafters, that we are not worthy of nces. and comingto from
peo-plyou
here as though I should have a little San the custody of United Stateswere
statehood, and that as a matter of orship of Samnr among
the southern part of this territory.
forBlueford Raper
wnom ne.ne-ong- s. Juan hill of my own.
(Laughter.) I Phil and
"The gentleman who will deliver fact we deserve to be classed among n New Mexico,
in the employ of the reclama(Applause.)
went to the. Islands witn my regiment merly
this address of welcome Is well he Indians and pnaced upon a res
service.
tion
expecting to return with It. But
known, not only In this territory, but ervation, I only wish that my voice
?fo Hotter Record.
About a year ao, Phil Raper,. who
while still In the service I was de- was
in Texas. Colorado, throughout the could reach them, and just as far as
Gentlemen, could you nsk a better tailed
then a United States messenger
governor,
entire east, and in Mexico. The gen- t can carry, fellow citizens, 1 will record? ((Applause) If this man Is Generalby the then mlltary
Roosevelt, Ariz., stole books conat
tleman who will deliver the address send It. The people of the territory not qualified to be the governor of governor McArthur. as the military taining
about 2,000 checks of the Uni
of a large province. When
of welcome to Gov. Cunry is a man of New Mexico are as honest, as the territory of New Mexico, In the
States disbursing office. Phil, his
time in the army expired' Colonel ted
who possesses a silver tongue, and patriotic, as good, as bright, and as name of God
quallflctions my
what
and Mrs. Lemon fled from
Roosevelt wired to me offering to brother,
.what he says to you I am sure will good looking, as the people of any would you want?
Arizona, carrying with them the disfor me a commission in the bursing
please you all.
territory or any state in the United
name or me common people secure
the
in
checks,
which only needed
army.
I
declined that
States
1
"Ladles and gentlemen, you must States.
(Cheers and applause.)
nf the territory of New Mexico, and United
signature of Disbursing
Officer
but accepted the civil the
know to whom 1 am about to refer. am proud of the fact thut in my po when
I say the common people I commission,
Lynd
good at almost any
F.
H.
to
be
1 have the honor to Introduce to you
litical career In New Mexico I have mean the bank president and the government of the city of Manila.
bank.
a gentleman whom you all know, the been able to call upon the native miner and the sheep herder, we are
In the Philippines.
The federal officers say that one
HunoraJble A. 14. Fall."
people of this territory as my friends, all common American people, wheth
All I want to say Is that I am not of the trio or possibly all. tooU a
Addi-raand that In more than one election, er the blood or Spain flows In our ashamed of the record I made In tha hand at Imitating the signature of
of Mr. Fall.
A great burst of applause greeted Irrespective of former political af veins or whether we speak In the Philippine Islands, and that when I Lynd .and found little ditttculty In
this announcement.
filiations they have walked up to the coarser tongue nf Anglo-Saxo- n
ances- - eft there I had the good will of the passing the forged paper.
Mr. Fall after the applause subsid- polls and sent me to do what they ors, we are all common American
eople, and feel as though I did my
l'a.HNcd Many Checks.
1
ed, said:
wanted me to do as their servant.
people. When we forget when we share of the duty that the American
When the party arrived in Los An
"Ladies and gentlemen, when 1 am proud to say that these people go to the polls and forget that we people are all trying to do in benefit- geles
rooms were secured at a fash
was a democrat I had all the demo- are my friends (applause), and I are common American people, then ting the Philippine people. No one
private hotel. Checks bear
cratic procUviltiea; since I have not want to say anywhere, before any we may class ourselves as bankers on earth was more surprised than I ionable
government stamp on them
Ing
the
been quite so staunch a democrat, 1 people, that no better citizenship ever or sheep herders, and that Is the was when I received a telegram from wore passed upon merchants
and
sometimes drink water. (Applause.) existed anywhere, under any form of rouble and the only trouble In New he president of the Lulled
States banks. The Rapers would explain
government. In any country
"Ladies and gentlemen, fellow-clti-eunder Mexico, let us get back to safe Am asking me if I would accept the gov- that they had been In the reclamation
of New Mexico:
I want to say heaven, than the native Mexican citi- erican citizenship. And in the name ernorship of the territory of New service and that the checks made
to you that while I may not speak zens of the territory of New Mexico. of that safe American citizenship. In Mexico. It came as a complete sur- out
to them represented their wages
with a silvery tongue the words which continued applause
and cheers.) he name or those people who sent prise. I wired back that I could not
the east.
I shall utter at least come warm from Why, they forget for a moment who mops into the federal army than accept It at that time, as the mission in After
a few weeks of joyous life In
the heart. Frankly, 1 may say to the forefathers of these people were. any other state or territory In the that had been given me In the Philip Los Angeles
Phil Raper and Mrs.
1
you, ladies and fellow-citizewas
popnot
finished,
pine
They
forget
we
In
celecomparison
today
and.
are
Islands
wtih
union
their
New
that
of
left for San Francisco. Blue
Mexico, I may have had ambitions brating In the United States the first ulation. In the name of those people wrote to the president and stated that Lemon
Raper remained to attend
unsatisfied and some satisfied, but American settlement on this conti who, behind Llewellyn and others, while I Intended to return to New ford
school.
He was always free with
this Is as proud a moment as 1 could nent as we know It. We are holding helped to place our flag on San Juan Mexico and felt highly complimented money
and made many friends. He
have Imagined In my dreams or in today the Jamestown exposition, and hill,' In the name of these maligned by the offer of this position, I doubt was only
pre
22 years
the wildest flights of my imagina- those people forget that two hun people, In the name of those people ed very much my ability to fill It, and possessing appearance.old and of
tion. I feel most sincerely the honor dred years or one hundred and fifty who nre said to have stolen the lands I would prefer If he possibly could,
was
diligently
at
work
he
While
of being requested
to
deliver the years prior to the settlement of of the territory of New Mexico, but he would select some one else, but at his studies
and pleasures, his
welcoming address to the governor of Jamestown, the forefathers of the na I say. In the name of the good peo- the president Insisted on my accept- - brother
and woman companion lived
this territory, and I know that that tive people of New Mexico started the ple, the common people, the native ng the appointment and 1 did.
style
in
lavish
in San Francisco
honor has been conferred upon me cnurcn Dells to ringing across this Mexican people and the American
Territory's Best Interests.
Many checks
In varying amounts
say
not because of any superior merit little stream. (Cheers and applause.) people. In their name and in their
very
brief,
to
be
want
and
"I
passed there. Finally the hotel
behalf I extend a welcome to a com- that as long as I am governor of were
which I might possess as a speaker,
Agents of Civilization.
proprietor where the couple were
mon American, who has discharged New Mexico I will carry out the polbecause I never could make a Fourth
"Civilization! The greatest clvlliz- - every
guests
cashed a check for 1 100 and
duty that has ever been placed icy of Theodore Roosevelt and give
of July oration. I believe that It waj ers that the world has ever known
two disappeared.
Mrs. Lemon
recognized that this would be an ad- were men who penetrated to the ut- upon him, not only to the best or his the administration the most loyal the
to Arizona,
ministration by a man who knew New most recesses of the world, the con- - ability, hut as well as any man could support that I possibly can (ap returned Pliil 1 taper Caught.
Mexico and who knew the people of quistedores of Spain. And although have discharged It. (Applause.)
plause.) That I will do everytning
to spend
Phil Raper continued
'A man who will give you a gov
the territory of Now Mexico, and hey were soldiers, they carried the
that I possibly can to promote the- money freely and gradually traveled
may
you
be
proud,
ernor
whom
of
or
MexNew
territory
that it was thought eminently proper word In one hand and the
nterests
of
the
cross In and one who will teach the people of
to Blsbee. All along the way,
co. and the proudest ambition of my back
that the address I am to make should the other. (Applause.)
Raper
had left government checks
people
governor
the
of
States
United
he
that
be delivered by a man who knew
be
to
will
be
last
life
the
Tell me that these people, the New Mexico are the equals of any of
to the amount of several thousand
Mexico,
and
him.
of
New
territory
the
descendants
of those people, are other American citizenship upon this
dollar.
"Fellow-citizen- s,
you excuse grafters, and
will
that my term will even be shorter
we need a dozen
At Bisbee Raper was discovered by
In the name of the people than
(Apma for a few moments while I In- special agents that
Governor Hagerman's.
of the United States continent.
With a former
the federal officers.
New
territory
Mexico.
of
of
the
dulge In some reminiscences.
cheers.)
plause
and
The government here to investigate these
record against him for grand lar
s,
of creed. Irrespective of
am on the territory like my ceny,
chief Justice of thla territory, in In- people. (Applause and laughter.)
I
he received a stiff sentence
I extend you the welcome of friend. Governor Taylor, was on the
troducing me has done me more than Tell me that these people won't rise
years in prison. Mrs. Lemon
honor, he has hinted to you that 1 In their might and do to the grafters the common people of New Mexico, financial question. He had been seven
was
soon
arrested and convict
came into the territory In 1886, and or the bribe takers In New Mexlo as the governor, and I congratulate away on a lecture tour, and one of ed. Her after
evidence will probably be
that they (applause) at of the charges against him was that used to help
that I earned my living by polishing what their forefathers did to the In hose people governor
Blueford Raper
who will not he was not a strong enough silver at his comingconvict
have a
the head of a drill in riierra county, dians when they settled this country? last
In the federal
trial
moment
he
Hlnch
that
from
the
opening
speech
So
he
man.
in
his
My
New Mexico.
Is
true.
That
ten you mat there is less graft,
In until the day when he goes stated that he had not been able to court.
pride is that I came from the coma corruption. In the territory of comes
Secret Service Agent Hasen is much
act is not dic- give much time to the study of the pleased
mon people, and that I know what New Mexico, than In any other state out, and whose every
the capture of the three
t
to the United financial question, but briefly his po- criminals.overThe
the common people want, because I or territory In the United States. (Ap tated by a desire
had in their
States senate. (Applause and laugh- sition was that he was in favor of possession about Rapers
am a common man myself. (Ap plause.)
2,000disbursing
ter.) In the name of the common the free and unlimited coinage of sil
plause.) Therefore I said that it was
State Builders.
checks. Unless molested by the ofof the territory of New Mex- ver at the ratio of sixteen to one or ficers,
the proudest moment of my life, be"I asked when I started what was people
stamped
and
those
numbered
any other ratio that the people
cause the people of the territory of the matter with New Mexico. A lit ico. (Applause.)"
of paper would have furnished
would take It; that he was in favor bits
New Mexico have a governor today tie politics, and a few miserable
Reception to New Governor.
with a good Income lor
banks, the brothers
who comes from the common peo newspapers. That is all. (Anulause
At this point, amidst a wild burst of gold, in favor of national
years.
banks, and If that wasn't money many
ple. (Applause and cheers.) Do you and cheers.)
The natural resources of applause which shook the old state
a Dank, mere
accepted
When
know what is the matter with New of New Mexico today, which will be town as she had never been shaken enough, he was In favor of a little would be no meansty of knowing the
(Laughter.) signature of
Mexico? Just a little bit too much developed within the next five years, by a like sound before. Judge Fall right good counterfeit.
the disbursing officer
politics. Just a little bit will class New Mexico commercially presented Governor George Curry to He believed that his creditors would was forged until
the- checks came
(Laughter.) So I
take counterfeit.
too much republicanism.
Just a lit- and industrially as the Pennsylvania the throng.
of the reclamation
hands
the
into
po
same
I
In
the
about
am
believe
democracy ot tne southwest. We will be mak
tle bit too much
When the applause had died down
service officers.
J have not been able to recognize Ing the steel, making the Iron, fur sufficiently to permit his voice to be sition as Governor Taylor.
I am In favor of statehood for
the brand for a long while. (Ap- nishing the coal, for Mexico and for heard, Governor Curry said:
New Mexico, Joint statehood If we
plause and laughter.) But my friend the entire southwestern country. And
(iovernor s AtlrircxN.
get any other, but I believe
L'has. Keasley, and one or two others still they would have you to believe
"Ladles and gentlemen; and fel couldn't
If we will all get together and settle
(Applause.) mat men, w. A. Hawkins, for In
still bear the earmarks.
THE
New
and
of
Mexico:
"Fellow-citizen- s,
we are welcoming stance, who has devoted his life work when I say fellow citizens of New our little differences without annoy
and the omer
now a new era, as well as a new to building up New
Mexico I want to say that no one on ing the president
Mexico, establish
by the little
In New Mexico.
What dif ing railroads, saw mills and all kinds eHrth Is prouder than I am of being friends at Washington
that we goought to settle
ference does It make to the miners n Industries. Is a thief. Thev would a citizen or this great territory. (Ap formalities
back to mat
of Kierra county, the miners of Col have you to believe that a man like piause). Jnrrmg my absence in me for ourselves, and"
Th
man. Theodore Roosevelt, and
fax county, to the settlers of the Max. W. H. Andrews, who can build you
hilmpipe Islands in connection with great
your policy
accepted
Standard Railway ot Mexico
say
to
We
htm:
well hind grant, or to the owners of a road from Santa Fe (applause) to the Insular government I was regis
ev jiexico
the people ot
that grant, whether a republican or
one of the great tered In one election for the purpose before:
connection
wer not a vear ago and are not to
Traverses the Republic .
a democrat Is the governor of the systems of thewith
world, and assist in of voting, but when called upon to day
statenoou,
iney
or
In
favor
Joint
A man aeveioping your mines und your In
territory of New Mexico?
tnke the oath I stated to them that never were
we
it,
but
of
From this nortsv to the south
in
favor
who knows the people of the terri austrles. must have a surdtan sen! I was not a citizen of the Philippine
it
and with its branch lines reach-- s
tory, and who knows What the cow from Washington, a special agent of Island, that the first vote that I had voted for Joint statehood because
Dy
alnow
your
policy;
Arizona
the most important cities,
ever cast was in the territory of New was
puncher wants, who knows a pot of me interior department.
most unanimous vote refused to besuch as Chihuahua, Torreon,
chill If he happens to see it tap
citizens. Theodore Roose Mexico; every one that was near and come
fellow
a part of the state of Arizona
Zaeatecas, Aguascaltentes, San
plause and laughter), he Is a man velt knows better: and he sent Geo. dear to me In life lived within the
us. Now it is not Just to punlHh
Louis, Potoei, Tamplco, Irapua-tMho knows what the bankers of the Curry to New Mexico, and the other borders of that grand territory, and with
will
man
us.
Just
believe
I
that
Guadalajara,
that
teritory want, because he has had the fellows will go pretty Quick. (Ad- - i long as I lived I would mulntain say In his message
congress:
to
The
my home and my only ambition was
banker after him all if his life to piause ana taugnter.
are entitled 10
The City of Mexico
to return to that home ami be burled people of New Mexico (Applause
(Ap
make him pay his overdrafts.
!.
l'axly Needed.
and
single
statehood.
my
territory
many other places worth
plause and laughter.)
final
when
hour
and
"Fellow
citizens,
we
want less ly
cheers.) And I will go to Washing"Fellow-citizenof party.
came (Annlause).
the territory
seeing.
e do not want a partisan
delethe
any
assist
and
ton
at
time
Kilning,
New Mexico wants a business admin
Lumber
we want a man wno Knows me.i
The Rk-h- t
Kuloglzci nooscclt.
gate In securing the passage of tout
titration. We want to forget for i The great American citizen who
and Cattle Producing? Ijands
"My
you
ex
friend
to
Fall
asked
bill.
few moments the republican party would not put a man in his bank un- cui'e him In order to refer to
by
Accessible
Made
lids
Xecd-- l Support of All.
and the democratic party. We want less he was a banker, who would not little ancient history, and I amsyjne
Great System.
go"Fellow citizens, we have all In
to go back to firm principles. We employ a lawyer unless he was
ing to ask the same indulgence. You life got to be Judged by our acts.
want to know what the people of lawyer, thinks that he Is abundantly all probably know that among the There Is no use In us telling you what
New Mexico want (applause), and able to fill any earthly position In the very best friends that I have In New we are going to do. You are going
Can learn of much that Is
protect a governor of New Mexico n government, and the great American
governor of to Judge us by what we do, so I will
Mexico Is
Intensely interesting and create
getting that for the peple.
citizens take him at his word. You this territory,the theformer
thanking
the
by
my
M.
A.
Hon.
Otero
close
remarks
a desire to visit the
QuertUim of Tarty.
send a man to
laws for you (Applause and cheers).
I ask
It had not good people of New Mexico.
party wno never read make
"Why, my
a law In his life been for my friend Otero IfI would
me.
I ask
not
you
with
to
be
patient
gentle
some
Will
party?
is
ou select a man as an assessor wh
What
he your governor today.
Governor your support and your help, and if
man kindly stand up and tell me never nad a dollar s worth of prop Otero
gave me the commission as a you will give me that I will give you
what a democrat Is? I won't cat eny to
man
as
a
elect
captain
that famous and honorable the very best administration that I
on my friend, Hon. T. H. Catron, to a collector, who.ion1n his ordinary regiment in where
by obtaining a map folder of th
I had an onnortun
possibly can. I thank you."
explain. Hut a few days ago the New- uusiness transactions might not b Ity to form the acquaintance
Mexican Central Railway, as In
and to
Informal Reception.
York World sent out a request t able to give a bond for fifteen cent secure tne rrlendthli) of the grandest
reIt are to be found brief sketchAs Governor Curry turned to
Mr. Bryan, among others, to know anu a nair. Ana each one of you American that lives today, Theodore sume
es of placis snd things in Mexout
cheering
burst
seat,
the
his
W.
as
Dan
a
John
what democrat
minus mat ne can make Just as good uooseveit (Applause and cheers),
ico that, for grandeur, antiquity
greater than had been his first
governor of New Mexico as George will have to tell a little Joke. Gov even
iels is one of the leading men of Hi
and historical value, have no
and It became apparent
south, one of the most magntilcen
or any other old fellow. Th.it ernor otero was. like myself, not a reception,
equal In the world.
that the people were all with him.
lawyers whom this country has eve is the great American Idea. But tel candidate for governor at the time They
to
on the platform
Folders, rates and all Inforcrowded
known. He has been known in in ion citizens, wnen we want a gover he was appointed.
and my shake his hand and It was some minmation furnished on application
past always as a democrat, but h nor it we set down to discuss or to friend. Sol Luna, wereHim
for utes before he was able to leave the
could not understand Mr. Bryan's an think as to the kind of governor w I'nlted States marshal, candidates
but It seems hall for his office, where he Immewant, when
swer to the New York World's que
e pull out our pencil that Otero so Impressed the president diately took up the reins of governC. F. BERNA
lion. In other words, they could no and pad. If we take time and think that he returned from Wasnington ment.
Agent
Commercial
agree as to the definition of a demo or it. we win give It almost
Inas
governor
with
the
as
mud
commission
crat. A ferw days ago the renubllcu
consideration as Mr. Strlckler woul
course, the
Evcrylxxly Should Know."
stead of marshal.
PASO, TEXAS.
of
EL
tli
of
one
In
"f
committee
employment
the
Hrst town that he came to In the ter
central
of a clerk In th
says G. 1. Hays, a prominent bust
sreatest states in the I'nlted State bank In AUuqueriue.
W. D. MURDOCH,
ritory of New Mexico was Raton ness man of Bluff. Mo., that Buck
and woul
Passengor Traffic Manager.
want a man who had some Jlttle ex One of the best towns and a town In len's Arnica Salve Is the quickest
met and announced as the candldat
great
Hoi
of
Ohio the
state
perlence in a luink; and In the gov which I number some of the warmest and surest healing salve ever applied
of that
j, c. Mcdonald,
Wm H. Taft (Cheers and applause
ernorsnip or .New Mexico we want
Genl. Pass. Agent.
friends that I have on earth (ap to a sore, burn or wound, or to a
man wno snows men. it is not nee plause). The people called upon thi case of piles. I've used It and know
CITY OF MEXICO, MEXICO.
for Dresident. But, Mr. Forake
e
could not agree that Mr. Tart was
inai ne snouni no a banker or governor, naturally, for a speech. Af what I'm talking about." Guaranteed
republican.
He does not like h
ter being presented and Introduced, by all drigsists. 25c.
tint lie should be. like myself,
believe that It was
something to do with
about four times Its
( Laughter. ( At
original boundaries.
any rate there were some people livwho
neighborhood
ing In that
thought they were living upon tha
pulhlic domain of the United States.
The owners of this grant thought that
they were living upon the grant.
There ws a little difference of opinion, and, as sometimes Is the case
even in New Mexico, witn its law
'v,V Hifrr.n
nf
hiding citizens
Pinion resulted finally In a military
11,1,1
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GAUGH T

nxw Mexico

Capita! ond surplus. $100,000

,..

ALLOWED

INTEREST

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

er

orncKR and oitftcroRm
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLD8
M- - W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKBI
R, A. FROST
H..F. RAYNOLD1

n,

u.

m.

Presldsal
Vice President

CuMer

Assistant

Cashier
Director

Dtroirotrr

Authorised Capital
6M,MI.N
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$26,000.M
Depositary fer Atchlni, Topeka k Saata Fs tUllwty Company

A BANK FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME

s

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

ns

2 mi mod Odd

2nd and Cold

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
J

Wholesale Grocers

hr

Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Irre-snectl- ve
pbl-Itic-

Whose Fault I It?

The plan of your new house may
be correct, but unless you have good
building material you're going to be
disappointed "That's What!" "It's
up to you" to Insist that every stick
of lumber that goes Into your house
comes from this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
every time.

-

RIO

LUMBER

GO.

Phone

Corner Third and Marquotto

ns

Mexican Central

GRANDE

9rOa)atomimjCcayoaycaMoaKm)

j

"OLD

ltELIA-BLX.-

ESTABLISH ED 1ITI

"

La

e. PUTNEY

--

o,

THE WHOLESALE

C ROGER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carrie, the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of
In

th.

StaDle Groceries la

Southwest,

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

th-i-

s,

TOURISTS

fellow-cltlzen-

LAND OF THE
MONTEZUMAS

s.

1

I

ALBUQUERQUE, N. st.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

CK00K40VeeC00'
should eat
this season
At

we

K0BAso0r-

spar-

ing and properly. We should also
help the stomach as much as possible by the use of a little Kodol occasionally. Kodol for Indigestion and
Dyspepsia will rest the stomach by
actually digestion of the food Itself.
Sold by J. H. O'ltielly & Co.
To show
I'll stop your pain tree.
you first before you spend a penny
do, I
can
my
Tablets
Pink Pain
what
will mall you free, a Trial Package of
them Dr. Khoop's Headache Tablets.
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Period pains, etc., are due alone to blood
congestion.
Dr. Shoop's Headacha
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
away the unnatural blood pressure.
That is all. Address Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.
Life Insurance.
cents you can now
Por twenty-nv- e
Insure yourself and f.imlly agalnot
any bad results from an attack of
colic or diarrhoea during the summer month. That is the price of a
bottle of Chamberlnln'a Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, a medicine that has never been known to
fall. Puy it now, it may save life.
For sale by all drusi;UU.

',

-

Thos. F. Keleher

DEVOES REAnV TrvT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.

koof
Stops Leaks, Lasts
Five
i Ai..Mtiiu

JAP-A-LA-

rAurr

Tear.

C.

408 Watt Railroad

Avon
TOTI A OR API

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Has.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line ot Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders
this line with us.
NORTH TH T.D 8T.

tf

m-m-U-

T

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Fresh and Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KL1ENWOHT
Masonic Building. North T i

All Kinds of

.
iu.

il

FRIDAY, ACGTST

4"

.

Pittsburg

York
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Brooklyn

New

I Inst on

SU

the Atlantic ncrnn of Camhlanca. Moroccan town wliere the fuiiaticnl
wttto JwrrriWe torture a dozen European wliitca.

Paris, August 9. The declaration
of a holy war such as has just broken out In Casablanca, Morocco, with
the murder and torture of a number of Christiana, or Nazarenes, 4
the Mohammedans derisively call the
whites, la a periodical event in northern Africa.
It is always attended with fanatical orgies of the wildest kind, and
the life of a Christian falling Into
mob
the hands of the religious-craze- d
Is not worth a straw. Death is not
enough either, and the most atrocious
indignities are visited upon the bodies
of the "Infidel.
Travelers who have witnessed the
beginnings of "holy wars" say that
the scenes attending them are weird
fanand thrilling. The white-robe- d
atics, with coal black faces, blazing
eyes and bared, white teeth, dash
hither and thither through the narsometimes shrieking
row streets.
curses at Christians and their religion, changing to a chant of passages from the koran and finally
throwing themselves to the ground
with their faces to the east, and
praying to Allah and Mohammed, his
prophet.
In these frenzies there Is no need
that they will not perform; a holy
war enthusiast would alone charge
a regiment of white soldiers and die
with a smile of Joyous happiness.
And such was the outbreak this
week at Casablanca which has horrified the world.
The Limit of I J To.
The most eminent medical sclent-ltst- s
are unanimous in the conclusion
that the generally accepted limitation of human life Is many years below the attainment possible with the
advanced knowledge of which the
race is now possessed. The critical
period, that determines its duration,
seems to be between 60 and 60; the
proper care of the body during this
decade cannot be too strongly urged;
carelessness then being fatal to longevity. Nature's best helper after 60
is Electric Bitters, the scientific tonic
medicine that revitalizes every organ
of the body. Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c.
Kodol for Indigestion and Dyspepsia Is a preparation of vegetable acids
and contains the same Juices found
It digests
in a healthy stomach.
what you eat. Sold by J. H. O'Riel-l- y
& Co.

Why Beer
is a Food
Pabst Blue Ribbon
Beer is richer in food
values and lower in
alcohol than any other beer. Thereasonis
simple. Pabst brews
for food values, and

intentionally

de-

creases the percentage of alcohol.
To secure

the highest

percentage of food
values in

PEACE OR WAR, U. S, WAR DOGS
ARE ON THE JUMP

Vvl

i

fruit

ON

PACIFIC

thi

4&

116 At

lis
Albuiiuel'jue.
1'liOUtt

Pot.

68
36
.617
Detroit
4 0
.6 04
61
Chicago
t
38
.69
(Vllmrn's
Philadelphia
66
43
.666
Employment Agency
Cleveland
61
45
.469 109 West silver Ave.
New York
Phone 480
40
66
.417
Boston
67
39
.406
St. Loui
29
64
.312
Washington
WANTED Good carpenters, waiters
Western l.enciic
end waitresses; also cook. Can
Won. Lost. Pet.
furnish good baker.
63
43
.694
Omaha
62
43
.647 WANTED 50 good laying hens; not
Moines
Ies
48
65
.634
particular as to stock, only good
Lincoln
48
51
.515
layers. Address, P. O. Box ibS.
Denver
65
42
.433
City.
Pueblo
38
64
.373 WANTED iNames and addresses of
Sioux City
all members of Modern Woodmen
YESTl-nUAY,GAMES.
of America in city. Chaa. Palmer,
715 South Arno street.
National Irftunie.
R. H. E. WANTED La dies desiring Mlliineiy
At Chicago
at less than cost to call on MM
0
2
Chicago
Second street.
Crane, 612 North
o i u
Philadelphia
Millinery and dressmaking parlors;
Batteries Keulbach and Moran;
also Apprentices wanted.
Moren and Dooin.
R. H. E. WANTED A competent bookkeeper
At St. Louis
7
3
2
and eolector. Address B, care CitiSt. Louis
0 3 0
zen office, stating erperiei.ee, and
Boston
enclosing proof.
Batteries Karger and Marshall;
Dorner nnd Needham.
To buy all kinds of
WANTED
R. H. E.
At Pittsburg
furniture. Scheer & Warllck,
2
9
3
Pittsburg
205 East Central avenue.
8
2
4
New York
A good
delivery horse.
Leever and WANTED
Batteries Ltefleld,
Scheer ft Warllck, The New FurniPhelps; Matthewson, McOlnnltl and
206
ture
Store,
East Central aveBresnnhan.
nue.
R. H. E.
Second game
car re
0 3 0 WANTED Car carpenters,
Pittsburg
1
7
pairers, laborers, needed at Albu
New York
querque shops. Confer with Master
Batteries Cainnlts, Duggleby and
Mechanic for details.
Gibson. Wiltse and Bresnahan.
E.
H.
R.
People who want some
At Cincinnati
WANTED
3
8
2
Cincinnati
thing, to advertise in The Citizen s
1
6 15
Brooklyn .
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an
Batteries Coakley and McLean;
bvndred fold.
Stricklett and Bergen.

d;

c

six-roo-

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.

- jt

you eat well.

"SURRENDER!

captured

by

pirates?"

People come to me day after day and
tell me they can't rest after eafng.
They have
dull headache. At night
Cl.ey go to bed simply because they are
exhausted. Tbey catch a few cat naps
and get np in the morning feeling
worn
ont as they did before.
I have recommended
Cooper's New
Discovery, a regular diet, regular habits
sad invariably these same people corneal)
me afterwards and tell me they ferlW1h
belter because they eat well and sleep' well.
Herewith is a sample.
A letter I received from Mrs. Geo.
Weisel, 1121 Providence Road, Scraotoo,
Pa., tjys;
"I suffered for three years from stomach trouble, inactive liver and rheumatism. Fvcrything 1 ale disagreed with me
and I lay awake night after night. I bad
no pleasure in life and could scarcely do

RIED OUR HERO.
a Spanish schooner coming from the
south. The pirate ship Baiy Mine
hailed her as a prize. Coming along
side of her Ruben found lu--r to be
the Manana, dipt. Conchas, bound
from Honduras to Mobile, with fruit,
it was with Joy that the pirates
su armed over her side.
Insistence
Seeing this, the cup-tai- n
was uaele-- .
a gojne
slop
mate
and
did not
of monte they were playing
with
an unlaundered pack of cards.
"Surrender," cried Robert,
with my work about the house. I heard from
Col. Crust by his side.
a neighbor oi Cooper's New Discovery
"We have.
said the captain, "ten and I bought two bottles of it. Il helped
,,

C

CJLA.PTER V.
"O, what is the most
method of disposing of

approved
prisoner
Robert

of Col. Crust.

"It Is considered very artistic,"
said the experienced rutllan, "to remove the treasure from the prize,
then blow htr up with all hands on
board. Kirst, of course, we allow the
victims to plwid fur their livrs. TuU
is done, because after the explosion
it U too late td have them plead."
"Have you ever done this?"
..i,,,,,,..
"Oh. yes, several times. It was a
Th(J prate9 therefore took poses- y.v- - '""' s on of th
ucctr
Th-rwine.
hir.
wert- - four
""u
go
We
oif.
the ponvder would not
passengers aboard, who strolled out
lay several miles off waiting for the on deck and
inspected the piratti
'bom' of the explosion, but it did with much interest.
The camera
riot come. They must have extinamong
fiends
the captives took snapguished the fuse, and what It what 1 shots right and
left,
and
bemoaned
cali dirty ball."
the fact that they wtrt short of
At this Juncture Robert dioerneu Alms.
I

e

MONEY to LOAN
Furnltura,

nte right away. Now 1 have a good appetite and never suffer from indigestion.
1 want
I sleep well and awake refreshed.
to thank you from the bottom of my heart
lor what this medicine hss done for me."

The Cooper medicines have s larger
ale ill so any medicine on the mrket.
Our customer! speak highly ofUicaj.

REAL

ESTATE

The flexible sole Red Crosa
comfortable from

'he

start,

Organs
The burning and a
Horses. Wagona and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WARS :aused by stiff soles tnd the
HOUSE) RECEIPTS, as low as 111 svils of
thin soles aie preand as high as $200. Loans art
quickly mad and 11110117
It
private sented bv the Red Crc ss.
Time: One month to on year given nables a woman to be on her
Goods remain In your
possession
eet for hours at a time with
Our rates are reasonable. Call an
see ns before borrowing.
omfort.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a A stylish
parts of the world.
shoe
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
SOSH West Railroad At.
ibsolutely
PRrVATE OFFICBS.
Open Evening.
On

Planoa,

chine

thafs

omfotiable

SALESMEN WANTED.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.
M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, II F.St
N. W.. Washington, D. C.
Pensions
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims
II W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNE T AT LAW. Albuqusr
que, N. M. Office,
First Natlona
Bank building.
E. W. DotMon.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Offlee
Cromwell block, Albnquerqne, N. It
DENTISTS.
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 fcnd 2, Barnett bulldlus
over O'Rielly's drug store. PhoD
No. 744. Appointments made by mat
DIt. C. A. ELLEK,
Dentist.
N. T. Armljo Building.
Phone 89
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. 106 Pallroad avenue.
Offle.
hours, I a. m., to 12:10 p. m.;
p. m. to t p. m. Both phones. Ap
polntments mads by mall.
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D,
Homeopathic Physician and Burgeon
ucciaentai Lite Building. Tale- phone 836. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. H. L. lll'ST,
Physician and Surgeon.
6
A 8, N. T. Armljo Building.
Rooms
DIIS. BRONSON & BRONSON.
llonioopatlilo Physicians
and Sur
geons, over vann's Drug
Store,
t truce and Hcsldcnoc. 28
DR. C. A. FRANK.
PhvHlclan and Surgeon.
Rooma 4 and 6, Barnett bldg. Of
flee hours 8 to 12 and 2 to 6, 7 to I

PattM OA Blmttrt
U-O-

)xfords,

$35

ligh Shoes,
$4.00
Let us fit you.

WM. CHAPLIN
121

Railroad Araaoa

EXCURSION
-T-

215 Wrst 6old

hi.

O-

Colorado
And Principal Eastern Point
On Sale Dally
June Is! to Sept. 30th

via

p. m
W. EUGENE PUOVINES. M. D.

Specialist: Eye. Ear and Throat.
Late assistant to chair of diseases o
eye, ear and throat in Hospital Col
lege of Medicine,
Louisville, Ky.
Eyes properly
tested for glasses,
liooms 6 and 8. N. T. Armllo build
Ing.

UNDERTAKER
BORDERS
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
nett building, Albuquerque,
Both phones.

46-4-

7

N.

Ear
M

NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Maddlaon.
Office with W. B. Childsrs,
West Oold avenue.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough

Irritation. Sold by J. H.

O

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

Syrup

jets gently upon the bowels an
clears the whole system of cough
and colds. It promptly relieves in
(lamination of the throat and allay
Co.

Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and ail
the
trains. Call at ticket offlca and w
your
east,
plan
trip
yfa
back
will
are ail going;. .Why not yout

It

Rielly

O. A, SLEYSTER
IN8URANCB. HEAL EST ATS
NOTART PUBLIC.
Rooms IS and 14 Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque. Telephone Ma. Its.

Every Vomao
ib luxxrvvea auto tnoaia utw
about thi wundtirful

LMARVELWhirlingSpray
uilly.
If.
.Mt TOordTieiHutfor
( lift vitnTmi
kui'l'if tl
It V E lM s. put no
t her. but
')! ft ia in it f
tniU-utiar(irutitrm avutl d.rtx-rii

tU

t

rnlnai)
4

jsWdirfflssls7'

.s-
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Wlir.
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tolrel,

It

l
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ot.st

MVitVHHK
MiW

OUU.

KILL the COUGH

ni-l- i-l

A. Montoya

M Cn

to. St,

Ira

BARGAINS

FOR SALE.
Pour room adobe house
and about an acre of
fine garden Lund, W.
$ 800
Central avenue
T!irto room house, four
lttt.
North
Fourth
1,000
struct
room
and
house
Three
an acre of land, three
iiillct north of town. .
400
Three room house, fur.
complete, two
good horses, bprlng
nstfim and one acre
600
of land
Six room house. West
Xnv York avenue... 2,500
Six room house. West
Marquette avenue . . . 1,800
FOIt RENT.
room brick house,
Six
liatli,
cellar,
Fourth
$20.00
Himl
Apartments In Hoie Hats,
luu to six rooms, modern eoiivciiiriiecs, f 10 to 20.00
I our
room brick Iwnise,
hath, cellar, l oiinli ward 23.00
Seven room
brick bouse,
modern, furnished or unfurnished, close In.
Three rooms for liuhtlsouse- keeping, close in
15.00
five room house, South
15.00
Second street
I'Ue room frame,
llrst
20.00
wurtl

-

shoe is

over-crowd-

decaying food mat'
ter effects every or
gan of the human
MKS. GEO. WfclBkL.
body. It causes
nervousness, headaches,
constipation.
impure blood, poor circulation and dulls
the mind. It makes one restless and uneasy. When your stomach is working
right you leel right. You sleep well snd

muscle-b-

Co..
Salver Ave..

Ienic.
Won. Lost.

-

uilding

&

.25

7

needed

FOUNI.
HELP WANTED.
HELP WANTED Ifhat hi your FOUND Through the want column
crying need, a want ad in The
of The Evening Citizen. Just what
Evening Cltiien's want column will
you have been looking for.
An
employes.
assure you of plenty of
advertising source sure to bring returns for small expenditure. Try a
WANTED.
"snt ad and be convinces.
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

sup-Vinr- oi

ay

Erntst Meyers
Wi-.--t

,600
.694
.664
.438
.434
.380

"

Pabat perfected the

And Bottled only
at the Brewery.

41
67
06
67

breaking in

Classified Advertisements;

MEN WANTED.
every
R. H. E. MEN WANTED Somewhere
3
7
5
day. If you are looking for a Job
Detroit
2
0
3
CitiEvening
a
put
want ad in The
Philadelphia
Payne;
and
zen's want column and It will do
Batteries Mullln
Plank, Dygert and Bowers.
the rest.
II
R. II. E.
At Washington
2
8
2
FOR KENT.
Washington
3
0
4
Cleveland
Ught, airy well-fu- r
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TLc Beer

Made by
Pabst at Milwaukee
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American Iyeogne.

BlueRibbpn
of Quality

When ordering beer, ask
for Fabst Blue Ribbon.
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IMGE SKVEn.

At Philadelphia

it

Pabst

Malting Process
which gives to Pabst
Blue Ribbon Beer more
nutriment, more
properties
than could be obtained
by any other process,
and the Pabst Brewing
Process transmits these
food values to the beer
in liquid form, making
it what Dr. Liebig aptly calls "liquid bread."
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WHEUE THEY rijAY.
American Lengne.
t'hlr.igo at Boston.
St. Louis at New York.
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Cli'veliind at Washington.
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Important faetora in
The three
footwe'.r are Style, Fit and Quality.
The proposition, Is how to secure
them at the lowest cost.
It Is easy when the latter Is not to
be reckoned.
But to soM shoes that the mot poo-pi- e
want, at the price they are willing to pay requires enterprise, capital, low expenses.
All these thins are In our favor,
enabling us to solve the proposition
to the satisfaction and profit of our
customers. Become one of them.

Men's High or Low Shoes
Women's High or Ijow Shoes
CldUlrcn'g High or Low Shoos

$1.83 to $1.00
$1.50 to $3.00
83 to $2.50

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
IN

If in Need of Fixtures
Call on
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QUARTERS

The Bebber Optical company has
removed to new quarters at 110 South
their former
Second street from
place at 115 West Oold avenue. In
the new store the firm Is In a better position to cater to their patrons, having Improved facilities for
handling all kinds of optical work.
It also has the ajgency for the
optical supplier:
Invlsable,
lenses, Kryptok
O'plflx and the Bebtoer Reform
lenses. It also has a full assortment of the new styles In eye
glasses and mountings, Including the
etc. As a new
Vicl Finch, Shur-odeparture in the business they are
introducing the Torlc lenses for which
and
they have ordered machinery
grinding disks. All the work is done
under the personal charge of O. G.
Bobber and all work is guaranteed
to be satisfactory.
lg
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We Have the Largest Stock of
Fixtures Ever Seen in the City
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NSPECTION PARTY

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

321-32-

3

HARDWARE

GO.

IN CITY TODAY
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W.R.R.Ave.
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A party consisting of General Manager J. E. Hurley, C. H. Gaunt, superintendent of telegraph; Assistant
General Manager H. B. Lautz, H. W.
Sharpe, the new superintendent of
the western grand division: C. A.
Morse, chief engineer; A. Morse, J. E.
Foley, C. F. Krames and G. J. Han-che- r,
arrived in Albuquerque on a
special train about noon today, where
they will be joined by the superintendent of the Rio Grande division,
W. K. Etter. The party will leave
this evening for El Paso on a tour of
Inspection and will remain two days.
On the return trip they will continue,
their Journey by way of the Belen
cut-of- f.

There's nothing so good for a sore
Oil.
Cures It in a few hours. Relieves any
pain In any part.

throat as Dr. Thomas' Eclectrlc

Merchants of Albuquerque.
All the business men of Albuquerque can assist materially In
by
advertising the big fair,
bringing to The Citizen office
their business envelopes and
having an advertisement printed
upon the reverse side. The fair
association will pay all charges,
and the management urges all
who are Interested In its success
to avail themselves
of tnls
means of rendering assistance.

Water
Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

RUG TALK.
Everybody buys rugs. But do you
buy a seamless? Futrelle Furniture
Company.

mm

events constipation.
cer for It.

water cures and
Ask your

Rights.
Three suits were filed about 10
o'clock last night In the otllce of
John Venaible, clerk of the second
court, by Ormsby
Judicial district
Mcliang and Peyton Gordon, special
assistants to the attorney general ot
the United States, the object of
which is, in all three cases, to cancel
contracts which have been entered
in to by officials of the territory of
New Mexico with private individuals
for the sale of approximately 50,000
acres of territorial
timber lands
granted to territorial institutions by
the Fergusson act of 1S98, and to
enjoin the further cutting of timber
on the lands and to recover the land;!
and the Umber, and also to recover
the valuo of the tlmiber already cut.
The first suit is styled:
"The United States of America vs.
the Territory ot New Mexico, George
W. Prlchard, as attorney general of
the territory of New Mexico, Alpheus
A. Kean and Clark M. Oarr," and is
to recover the timber rights and to
prevent the further cutting of timber
12,000
acres of
on approximately
land, the timiier rigbts of which ver
contracted to. Mr. Oarr by the territory of New Mexico, while A. A. Kean
was commissioner of public lands.
Two Other Suits.
The other two suits are entitled:
'The United States of America vs.
the Territory of New Mexico, George
Wr. Prlchard,
as attorney general of
the territory of New Mexico, M. A.
Otero, Alpheus A. Kean, and the
American Lumber company, and seek
to recover the timber rights and to
prevent the further cutting of timber
on between thirty and forty thousand
acres of territorial timber lands, the
thnlber rights on which It is aMeged,
to the
were illegally contracted
American Lumber company by M. A,
Otero, as governor ot New Mexico,
and A. A. Kean, as land commissioner ot the territory.
The complaints in the three suits
are identical and accompanying each
of them is a temporary injucntlon,
signed by Judge John R. McFie of
the first Judicial district court, in the
aibsence of Judge Ira A. Abbott from
the territory, preventing the further
cutting, of timber on the lands in
question until the hearing on petition
for a permanent injunction shall have
been had.
An Injunction.
The temporary injunction In the
case of the timber sold to Clark M.
Carr, and which Is Identical in all essential details, aside from the acreage
involved, with the other temporary
Injunctions, is as follows:
The United States of America, Territory of New Mexico.
In the District Court, Second Judicial District of the Territory of New

The remains of Herman McNalr,
the young man who died at St. Joseph's hospital yesterday, will be Bihp-pe- d
to his home. Dayton, Ohio, thin
evening.
Mr. McNalr was a comparatively young man, being only
twenty years of age. lie came to Albuquerque a few
months ago for his
very low and never
health, but s
recovered. His father arrived shortly after young McNair'a death.
Dionlsio Catalan!.
The funeral of DionJsio Catalan!,
eon of Joe and Mary
the
Catalan!, of Mountain road, who died
yesterday, was held today at 4 o'clock.
Services were held at the Church of
the Immaculate Conception, Father
Tammasltvl officiating. The Interment
was at Santa Barbara cemetery.

Diamond

AVE

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clocks, SlWerware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUA11E PE.L

If e

We Invite

gro- -

Exclusive

IIOS. Second St.

SATURDAY'S SPIXTAL SALK.
233
pkgs fresh Maple Flake
racks of nice new conilb honey.. 253
25c
fbs of crisp soda crackers
Sc
Pickles, per bottle
12 He cans of pork and beans.... 10c
10c
Orape Nuts, per pkg
20c
Postum Cereal, per pkg
2 cans of soup
15c
25c
2 cans of clamms
25c
2 pkgs of Bromangelon
10c
12 He pkgs of Oat Flake
40c
Gallon cans of syrup
25c
2 16c cc "s of sardines
25c
2 cans of California grapes
TIIK MAZE.
WM. KIEK10, ITop.
2
2
4

NOTICE.

I hereby give notice that after thio
date I will not be responsible for any
debts contracted by my wife, Elnira
Lawers, exicept for medical treatment and the filling of prescriptions.
THOMAS K. LAWERS.

Our Black Cat stockings for men,
women and children outwear anything on the market." They are a
beon-,teverybody who has no time,
Inclination or ability for darning; 12 Vs
May's Shoe
C.
tJ 50 cents pailr.
Store, 314 West Central avenue.

For Men On SPECIAL SALE
We show 45 Men's two- - piece
Outing Suits worth from $8.00
to $13.50, hardly two alike

Saie Price

Only

I

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

All these goods are the season's styles. They
simply represent broken lines which we desire o clean up before the end of the season

Don't forget those Fancy Hose
which we are selling at
2 pair for 25 cts.
They are worth much more than that.
Also bear in mind that what is left of our
stock of Summer Clothing goes regardless
of value or cost.

IrSlier

SIMON STERN

BENNETT S CURIO STORE
,

v

'V

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
W'AECl-Woma- n
do light
to
housekeeping, two In family. Good
' wages. Apply at 602 South Edith.
Piles get qulox ana certain relief
from Dr. Snoop's Magic Ointment.
Please note it is made alone tor
Piles, and its action is positive and
certain. Itching, painful, protruding
or blind piles disappear like magic by
glass
Large nickel-cappe- d
Its use.
Jars 60 cents. Sold by al dealers.

are
satisfaction
Economy
and
found In our Black Cat stockings for
men, women u.nd children. Prices
range from 12 He to 60c. C. May's
Shoe store, 814 West Central avenue.

109 North First St.

All Kinds of Indian and Mexican Goods. Tba Cheapest
Place to bay Navajo Blankets and Msxlean Drawn Work
Mali Orderm Carefully and Rromp tly rilled.

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

ALL THE TIME
INCREASING IN VALUE STEADILY, 15 TO 20 PER CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
WILL SELL AT IXWER PKTCES
THAN THEY CAN BE BOUGHT AS
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door Soutb of Drug Storp.

COAL
FOR CASH ONLY

American Block per ton
Cerriltos Lump
Anthracite Nut
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, furnace sizes
Clean Gas Coke
Smithing Coal. 7.
x

$6.S0
6.50
8.50
9.00
9.50
6.00

WOOD
&
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3.35
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Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools
WATER
COOLERS

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN
MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

f

Ootlelans

None Better

I
5

1

Phone 1056
and have

&

MeatTrimmed
For the Next Ten Days

-

At Less Than Cost

Out

MISS C. P. C'ltANE, Millinery
DivsMiuaking Parlors, MJ
North Seooiul St.

and

FANCY DRY GOODS
.Slumping Done
Muterlul.4

C Wilson
TICKETS

R.R.

AND

224 W,

0
0

to Order.
for

FANCY WOKK
Mrs. M.

Alaska Refrigerators
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers

one delivered.

to Close
Summer Stock.

I

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

It's the talk of the town, those
pies like mother (in law) made.

I
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STUDY OUR GOLD AVENUE WINDOWS

1.90

Shaw's Bakery

Only

All Black and Blue Suits Reserved

J.90

W. H. HAHN

Lense Grinling done on Premis s

Your Choice

$750

2.90
J. 90

J

.
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Need the Room. Yon Need the Sui.

All Outing Suits

$2.90

--

Mexico-WANTED.
The United Sbates of America, Plaina competent bookkeeper,
tiff,
and
address
oollkctor.
versus.
statingb,
office,
citizen'
The Territory of New Mexico, George cake
enclosing
and
' The Futrelle Furniture Co., West
"W. Prlchard,
as Attorney General experience,
PROOF.
end viaduct, are receiving dally all
of the Territory of New Mexico;
kinds of household furniture and are
Alpheus A. Kean, and Cl'ark M.
prepared
to furnish your house
Carr, Defendants.
EMPLOYMENT
promptly, cash or payments.
ATLAS
complaint
reading
of the
the
On
LUMBER MILL WOOD,
United States of America, filed herein, it Is hereby, the eighth day of
money and darning try Green
BUREAU
save
To
Factory
August, A. D. 1907, ordered, that a
style 15 for the boy and style 10 for
temiporary writ of Injunction' Issue
the girl of our Black Cat stockings.
20S S. Second Street
out of this court, enjoining and rePrice 25c. We guarantee satisfactory
straining the said defendants,
the
wear. C. May's Shoe store, 314 West
Territory of New Mexico, George W.
Wanted-Fem- ale
Cook and House keeper
Central avenue.
Prlchard, as attorney general of the
territory of New Mexico, Alpheus A.
Kean, and Clark M. Carr, and each
of thorn,, their agents, servants, employes and attorneys, and each and
e,very one of thorn, from making any
claim to the premises described and
set out In the said coirnplalnt herein, or In any manner interfering herewith, or trespassing thereon, or felling, removing, or in any war dispos
115-11- 7
ing thereof, or other products thereof or therefrom, or from making any
Between Railroad and Copper Ave., Tel. 74
transfer, sale, or assignment of the
contract or agreement entered into
between the territory of New Mexico,
George W. Prlchard, as attorney general of the territory of New Mexico,
Alpheus A. Kean, and Clark M. Carr,
pending the further order of the
court.
And it is further ordered, that the
said defendants and each of then
show cause before the Honorable Ira
A. Abbott, associate justice of the gu
preme court, and presiding Judge of
the district court of the second judi- 'lal district of the territory of New
Mexico, at the city of Albuquerque,
in me county ot cernaiiiio, territory

When you desire Absolute
Comfort In Properly Fitted
Qlasses Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

Palace

Knox Telescope Hats at
Stetson Hats at
Beacon Hats at
Tiger Hats at
3.C0 Assoncd Nobby Hats at

$5.00
4.50
3.50
3.00

ld

THE

RAILROAD

G

MORTUARY

Object Is to Cancel Contracts
Made For Timber

We have placed on sale for this week only
about ten dozen of fine, nobby up to date
Hats at greatly reduced prices to close out
and quote the following prices

NORTH FIRST STREET

nttittiiiiiiin

o
One pint mineral

perpetual.
(Signed):
JOHN R. M'FIE.
Associate Justice and Judge of the
First Judicial District, acting in the
absence from the territory of Honorable Ira A. Abfbott, Associate
Justice and Judge of the Second
Judicial District of New Mexico.

FILED IN THIS

John D. Coffin left last evening for
Chicago.
Is
visiting
J. Wick, of Pittsburg.
with relatives in the city.
John Orr. Jr., of this city, left last
night for Kngle, N. M.
Thos. Montoya. of Pena Ulanca,
was In the city yesterday.
John H. Avery, of Detroit, Mich.,
spent the day here yesterday.
L. Kemjienleh returned from Fer-alt- a
toiiay, after a short visit with
relatives.
Deputy Sheriff Dreyfus, A. E. Oreen
and Estuvun llaca of Socorro, returned from .Santa Fe today.
Wm. A. Fellows, the Los Angeles
contractor, who Is building the new
Harvey house at Williams, was In the
city this morning.
J. E. CoweM, of Mississippi, Is In
the city today. He will leave for
tonight, where he
the Helen cut-o- ft
has accepted a position.
Michael Mandell and family will
leave New York tomorrow going to
Chicago for a short visit, and returning to- Albuquerque albout the 15th.
Van P. Crlmm. a well known Tucson. ArU., business man, arrived here
yesterday from a two months' business trip In the east. He contemplates making this city his home.
Mrs. J. M. Crltchlow and son left
for Tituxvllle, Pa., yesterday, being
called there on account of the death
of another son who was killed In a
wreck on the Pennsylvania railroad
near Klttannlng.

Proposition in Shoes

.

straining order should not be made

PA RAO RAP IIS

Ay314WEST RAILROAD AVE Jlfcu

FRIDAY. AUGUST 9. lOOf.

of New Mexico, on the thlrtyfirst day
of August, A. D. 1907, at 10 o'clock
ft. m
why said Injunction and re-

LAND SUITS ARE

THREE

PERSONAL.

A

El ENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

VAGE EIGHT,

Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Plumbing
Hercules Powder
Mine and Mill
and

and

High Explosives

Supplies

Gold

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Atsoeletlon Oftlee
Tunsaollons
Cueraotsso
ROSEHFIEID'S.;
II8W. fl. R.Ati

0

0

1

1

Mail Orders Solicited
mouth rui treat
j.dot,
tie,4oa.
ttr.North
Albuquerque,
rirmt Otroot
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Mexico
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0
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